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Lady Broncs down Prairie View, hit .500
Senior outside hitter Jaclyn Muszynski leads Lady Broncs to victory in home opener, team improves to 2-2
on the season - Lady Panthers suffer first loss of the season, drop to 4-1
By MATT HALL
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American volleyball team
handed Prairie View A&M their
first loss of the season after
sweeping the Lady Panthers in
three straight games in the
home opener Tuesday night to
even their season record to 2-2
before a crowd of 248 at the
Fieldhouse.
With the loss, Prairie View
dropped to 4-1 on the season.
Senior outside hitter Jaclyn
Muszynski, who set a new
UTPA career record for kills
and digs last weekend at the
Subway Cardinal Invitational
in Beaumont, led the Lady
Broncs with 15 kills and 15
digs while hitting .294 on the
night. With Muszynski’s
Tuesday totals, she has
amassed 1,242 kills and 1,072
digs in her career at Pan Am.
Killer instinct is what head
coach Dave Thorn wanted to
see from his troops as they
took the floor against Prairie
View and that’s exactly what
he got.
Pan Am opened up the match
with a 30-24 win despite being
outhit by the Lady Panthers
.057-.051.
The first game victory was
capped on a serve by

Muszynski.
Game two proved not to be
as difficult as UTPA defeated
Prairie View, 30-17, on a kill
by Chrissie Carrigan.
In the third and final game, it
appeared that the Lady
Panthers gave up on the court
and the orange-and-green
rolled to a 30-15 victory to
complete the sweep over
Prairie View.
Senior captain Muszynski
knows that it is difficult to win
when you are playing without
any heart and soul on the court.
"When you lose your confidence out there, it’s tough to
win," Muszynski said of Prairie
View. "I know what that is like.
We’ve been there before."
The Lady Broncs opened up
the season Aug. 29 against
Southland Conference runnerup Lamar University in the first
round of the Subway Cardinal
Invitational Classic at the
Montagne Center.
Pan Am put up a good fight
in the season-opener by splitting the first two games, but
eventually fell to Lamar in
four, 30-19, 28-30, 30-26 and
30-16.
Lady Broncs head coach
Thorn was pleased with how
his team started out, but
believes they need work on
holding off opponents.

"We started out the first
game like gangbusters and they
came back and beat us, and
then we won the second game
and were right with them in the
third game until they pulled
away at the end," Thorn said.
The Lady Broncs resumed
play Aug. 30 against North
Texas, but were unable to
obtain their first victory of the
season. North Texas defeated
UTPA in four games, 30-27,
30-26, 25-30 and 30-20.
The third time proved to be
the charm for the orange-andgreen as they managed to notch
their first victory of the season
against Lehigh in five games,
30-21, 30-22, 29-31, 28-30 and
15-10.
Muszynski led the Lady
Bronc charge with 26 kills and
16 digs which helped her surpass Tanja Thomas as the alltime kills leader with 1,213.
Thomas had 1,183 kills and
graduated in 1991. The
California-native also eclipsed
Marie Velasquez’ all-time
career digs record after totaling
1,025.
Velasquez had 1,024 digs and
graduated in 1996.
In addition, Muszynski
became the first Lady Bronc in
Pan Am history to notch 1,000
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A DEAN’S DUTY
Rocha plans ahead to better serve students
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

ROCHA FACTS
• 25 years as a UTPA
faculty member
• Served as Department
Chair and Curator of the
Rio Grande Valley
Historical Collection
• Doctoral Studies in
History at Texas Tech
University under the
direction of David M.
Vigness, one of the
Founders of TCH
• Served as member of the
Editorial Board for
Publications of the
“Proceedings of MexicanAmericans in Texas
History” Conference
• Co-authored three books,
most recently, “MexicanAmericans in Texas
History: Selected Essays”

See VOLLEYBALL page 13

Dr. Rodolfo Rocha is a busy
man. As dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, he is a
crucial asset to a team of faculty
members serving the evergrowing college. He has recently
been elected to the Texas Council
for the Humanities (TCH), is
teaching courses at the Upper
Level Center in Rio Grande City,
and spent several weeks at
Harvard University this summer.
The (TCH) is a nonprofit, taxexempt, educational organization
that established in 1972. It is
governed by a volunteer board of
20, with five board members
appointed by the governor and
the remainder elected by the
board through a statewide open
nominations process as vacancies
occur.
Rocha was elected by the
council and will serve on two
committees, Grants Review and
Humanities. At the moment he is

“

I don’t believe in the saying ‘if it’s not
broken, don’t fix it.’ I think that if
something isn’t broken, then what’s
stopping you from making it shine
brighter?
- Dr. Rodolfo Rocha,
Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities

focused on gaining grants that
will aid in projects representing
the population of South Texas
and benefit a community that to
him has been at times overlooked
by different government
organizations.
“I review grants that promote
humanities, and I also serve as a
representative of South Texas,”
Rocha said. “I plan on promoting
the renewal and increase of
grants proposals that will be
beneficial to South Texas.
Hispanics represent more than

“

PAGE 16

a third of Texas’ 22 million
residents, and Rocha wants the
council to be able to recognize
the issues that affect them and
other minorities. Currently there
are three Mexican-American
representatives in TCH, and one
African-American member. As
minority representation
increases, it is a possibility that
UTPA and the Rio Grande Valley
will gain more services from the
state if the grants are brought up
to the council, Rocha believes.
With the increased interest in

the studies of humanities around
Texas, Rocha is also coping with
the growth of the College of Arts
and Humanities. The college has
a higher enrollment (by semester
hours) than business
administration, education and
health and sciences combined.
The growth has demanded
more out of the dean and the
faculty, but Rocha considers it
necessary for college
improvements to continue.
“I don’t believe in the saying
‘if it’s not broken don’t fix it.’ I
think that If something isn’t
broken then what’s stopping you
from making it shine brighter?”
Rocha said.
Dealing with the demands on
the faculty is starting to require
that Rocha seek assistance from
outside of the university. This led
him to attend a series of seminars
to help him manage the tasks he
faced.
This was the first year that

See ROCHA page 6

ANXIETY DIARIES:
Adults, children suffer from anxiety every day

Photos by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

Lady Bronc volleyball players work on drills during practice last week.

Anxiety and panic disorders are
apparent in an estimated 6.5 percent
of the American population, but the
reality of these illnesses is harsh for
these people.
Anthony Hampton, formerly a
counselor at the Counseling and
Advisement Center of the
University of Texas-Pan American,
explained, “According to the
Diagnostic Statistical Manual put
together by medical professionals
[anxiety] is considered a disorder.”
An estimated 19 million adults
live with chronic anxiety disorders.
The most common types of anxiety
are panic, obsessive-compulsive,
post-traumatic stress, and
generalized anxiety disorders.
Social and specific phobias fall
under the anxiety disorder

“

We all experience stress and the emotion
of anxiousness. Anxiety becomes
problematic when it interferes with a
person’s daily lives.

- Anthony Hampton,
formerly a counselor at the UTPA Counseling and Advisement Center

classification as well.
These disorders, as a group,
comprise the most common mental
illness in America. Each disorder
has persistent symptoms ranging
from intense fear, to unwanted
compulsive behaviors that seem
impossible to control or stop.
Rosie Perez, head counselor at
Mary Hoge Middle School in

“

By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

Weslaco said, “The socioeconomic
status of an area affects what type
of anxiety disorder will be
prominent in that area.”
All forms of anxiety can be
treated through doctor visits, family
therapy, or the individuals’ own
will to heal.
Perez treats students with anxiety
by conducting a needs assessment

composed of fill in the blank
questions such as, “I feel angry
when ...” After 15 to 20 minutes of
questioning she converses with the
child, and focuses on the questions
she feels are of concern.
Students from elementary to
university level alike struggle with
anxiety disorders every day.
“We all experience stress and the
emotion of anxiousness,” said
Hampton. “Anxiety becomes
problematic when it interferes with
a person’s daily lives.”
THE ATTACKER STRIKES
Arlett Lomeli, a senior at UTPA,
suffers from anxiety caused by a
digestive imbalance.
“It started in 12th grade in 1999.
I got it twice that year if I
remember correctly,” Lomeli
began. “I would See
staySEARCH
at schoolpage
all 12

day, from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. because
I would practice dance at night. The
fact that I had no driver’s license
and no car made me stay at school
without any place to relax.”
This lack of control and
breathing room is what causes her
attacks. The chance of an attack is
increased even more when she

See ANXIETY page 11
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Important openings are soon
to be filled. The University of
Texas Pan American Student
Government Association held a
forum Wednesday to discuss
student concerns, suggestions,
and vacancies on standing
campus committees.
Applications for the
committees were accepted
during the forum. Currently
there is at least one vacancy
available to students on nearly
20 committees. Among them is
the Student Affairs Committee,
which recommends the
allocation of funds from the
student service fees. Currently
four students serve on this
committee and there is one
seat vacant.
“This is the big-time
committee,” said SGA VicePresident Oscar Garza. “They
deal with millions of dollars
and decide where the money
should go. They make the
budgets for all the student

organizations and departments.
If you want something they’re
the ones you go to.”
Another vacancy that SGA is
attempting to fill is on the
Presidential Search
Committee, after Dr. Miguel
Nevarez announced his
retirement last month,
effective next fall .
“This one is a big one,”
Garza explained. “It’s a
lengthy process and it’s
important because the student
will have input on who our
new president will be.”
Garza will serve on the
Academic Computer Council,
which deliberates and advises
on all aspects of academic
computing. He feels that
serving on campus standing
committees offers a positive
experience and voices student
opinions to administrators .
“It’s a great learning
experience,” Garza said. “You
get to see how our
administration functions. It’s
good for students to get
involved in the process so

“

If you feel strongly about a certain issue,
apply to the committee that has the authority
to do something about it with your vote. We
definitely need everyone’s input. Different
people bring in different ideas. We can better
serve students with a wider variety of people
serving on the committees.
- Cristy Ramirez,
SGA senator from Business Administration

students can have input on
important decisions affecting
them.”
Cristy Ramirez, SGA senator
from Business Administration,
feels that it is vital for students
to voice their opinions and
concerns to administrators, to
help make a difference at
UTPA.
“If you feel strongly about a
certain issue, apply to the
committee that has the
authority to do something
about it with your vote,”

Ramirez suggested. “We
definitely need everyone’s
input. Different people bring
in different ideas. We can
better serve students with a
wider variety of people serving
on the committees.”
The SGA will appoint
applicants to the committees
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. All
applications must be in by this
time, and student vacancies on
campus committees are open

See SGA page 5

New annex to expand students’ possibilities
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
RIO GRANDE CITY - While
individuals around the nation
were taking time off for some
leisure or to protest this past
Labor Day, some students
recognized that they would now
be able to attend more university
courses in their own backyard.
Sept. 2 marked the first day
that the Starr Upper Level
Center became a part of the
University of Texas-Pan
American, after its opening Aug.
20. The opening of a new
building adds to the growing
UTPA presence in the Upper
Valley’s western reaches.
Besides staging some courses
at South Texas Community
College, UTPA has been
offering courses off the
Edinburg campus for almost 30
years. Rio Grande City has had
at least 200 courses offered by
UTPA since 1976. Now there is
another resource for students
from the outlying areas.
The Upper Level Center is
located in the 755 Country
Estates subdivision north of Rio
Grande City. There are currently
two portable buildings that
include a faculty office and
three classrooms, with one
containing new computers.
With UTPA’s enrollment
increasing by each semester,
attracting students from Starr
County is one goal that is on top
of the list of the universities
priorities. There are close to
15,000 students this semester.

“

Everyone can benefit from an accreditation like
that of UTPA’s College of Business
Administration here in the United States. But
we must also incorporate other countries like
Latin America when truly thinking of the future.
- Carmen Martinez,
UTPA College of Business Administration student

At the inaugural UTPA
President Miguel Nevarez
predicted that in the next five
years, the estimated economic
impact of the new facility could
increase from the current $4
million impact to as much as
$25 million.
Initial courses that are being
offered include upper level
division courses in
interdisciplinary studies, both
elementary and bilingual
education, and several history
courses.
Assistant Vice President for
Undergraduate Studies Anna
Maria Rodriguez, explained how
the Texas legislature gave UTPA
permission to offer upperdivision courses in Starr County.
With the new center having
students taking 2-3 courses
each, nearly 300 students are
enrolled in the Upper Level
Center.
About four years ago, UTPA
conducted an interest need
assessment survey and
discovered that the College of
Education needed a program
that would strengthen the

students’ teacher preparation. So
the college began offering upper
level courses in the fall of 2000.
The idea of having “blocks” of
four classes enforced the process
of accomplishing a stronger
system of learning.
“Our basic goal is to stretch
our facilities to reach students
from Starr County to Zapata and
Hebbronville,” Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez said that this year
the university will conduct
another needs assessment
survey, and the Upper Level
Center will probably be
providing courses in areas such
as criminal justice, business
administration, nursing and
social work.
Dean Rodolfo Rocha is one of
the UTPA faculty members who
travels west to Rio Grande City
in hopes of giving more students
the opportunity to attend college
courses.
“The students over there
[Upper Level Center] are just
beautiful,” Rocha said. “They
are so eager to participate and
see this as a great opportunity.
Some students have a difficult

time making the hour commute
to the University (in Edinburg)
so they are really appreciating
the new location.”
Rocha is currently teaching a
Mexican-American history
course on Thursday nights, as
well as a class on Monday. He
notes that he appreciates and
values the drive over to Rio
Grande City because he has time
to think without the business of
an office or being bothered by
telephones.
“Even though I’m a dean I
still enjoy teaching,” he said.
“To teach is in my nature, and I
don’t think I’d be willing to give
that up even though I’m busy
with administration.”
Alma Perez is one of the
individuals who has been
working in Rio Grande City
with the Center. As a resident of
Rio Grande City she feels the
opportunity offered to the
community is not only
important, but life-changing.
“I have been working with the
university for the past three
years to create a elementary
bilingual program in Starr
County,” Perez said. “It’s
wonderful to see the students
being able to follow through
with the programs.
Rio Grande City developer
Dario Garza leased the five
acres that the site was built on.
He has previously announced
his plans to donate $10,000 to
the university for the
establishment of an endowed

See RGC page 6

Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

The Amarillo Dillas eliminated the Edinburg Roadrunners from the CBL playoffs last week. The Dillas face the Jackson Senators in the championship series.

Roadrunners eliminated from playoffs
Series goes full five games, but Edinburg comes out on short end as Dillas take fifth game 9-6
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American

"No matter what you do in the
regular season, come playoff time
it’s a totally different season,"
Tredaway said. "Bottom line was
The West Division regular seaplayoffs is a new season and we
son champion Edinburg
didn’t get it done."
Roadrunners had their season
The Roadrunners came back to
come to a screeching halt Aug.
tie up the series by trouncing the
30 when Amarillo dropped the
Dillas 10-2 on Aug. 26. However,
Runners 9-6 and eliminated them
Game 1 left a sour taste in the
from the playoffs in five games.
mouths of Edinburg fans and
"We got outplayed. They did a
only 1,511 turned out to see the
better job than we did," manager
Game 2 rout.
Chad Tredaway said. "It was a
The series moved to Amarillo
great accomplishment getting
on Aug. 28
there, but
where the
we were
Runners froze
disappointup in chilly
ed we didNorth Texas
n’t get to
and the Dillas
the finals."
took Game 3,
A week
7-0.
earlier,
The followEdinburg
ing night,
had swept
Edinburg
the same
warmed up to
Amarillo
the chilly
club in the
Amarillo
regular
- Reggie Tredaway, Roadrunners
weather and
season
Manager
dramatically
three-game
defeated the
series
Dillas, 9-8, to
finale and won the season series
tie the series at two games
between the two teams, 5-1.
apiece.
However, the playoffs proved
Unfortunately for the
to be a totally different proposiRoadrunners, the system that the
tion. Amarillo opened up the
Central Baseball League uses to
postseason series with a surprisdetermine home-field advantage
ing 3-1 win at Edinburg Baseball
seems to be flawed since Game 5
Stadium Aug. 25 before a crowd
was played in Amarillo instead of
of 2,246.
Edinburg as a 2-2-1 five-game

“

It’s part of the
business. It
does hurt your
team, there’s
no doubt about
it.

“

By AMELIA GARCIA
The Pan American
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playoff series logically would
suggest. Instead, according to the
CBL, home-field advantage is the
first two games at home and,
because of traveling expenses,
play out the remainder of the
possible three games at the disadvantaged club’s field.
"I have a problem with this
home field and playoff scenario. I
think that if we won both halves
and we had to
play three games
in Amarillo, I
don’t think that’s
fair," Tredaway
criticized. "I feel
like if we won
both halves, we
should be able to
play Game 5 at
our place. We
deserved the
home-field advantage and we didn’t
get it because the
playoff format is
set up the way it
is."
Tredaway
acknowledged that
they may have
been hurt by some
mid-season trades
and injuries as
well as the loss of
key players to
Major League
affiliates, but he
took into account
the fact that the

Roadrunners weren’t the only
baseball club to be adversely
affected by those factors.
"It’s part of the business. It
does hurt your team, there’s no
doubt about it," Tredaway admitted. "Sometimes, you’re kind of
in that in-between thing where
you wish they weren’t going, but
‘you know what?’ that’s what it’s
all about anyway. So, you have to

overcome it and other teams have
to do the same thing."
Despite Edinburg’s playoff
elimination for the second year in
a row, the Roadrunners have
accomplished a lot. During a
three-year span, the Runners have
won five of six halves (two
halves per season), qualified for

See ROADRUNNERS page 14

vs.
CBL Playoffs: West Division
first round series
Season series: Edinburg won 5-1
Game 1: Amarillo 3, Edinburg 1
Game 2: Edinburg 10, Amarillo 2
Game 3: Amarillo 7, Edinburg 0
Game 4: Edinburg 9, Amarillo 8
Game 5: Amarillo 9, Edinburg 8, Dillas win series 3-2
Championship: Amarillo vs. Jackson

Page 14

Kristin Huber: female sports reporter
Woman have garnered larger roles in the sports media industry, gaining more respect from peers
relay, triple-jump and longjump.
“I played a lot of sports that
There is a riddle about a young destroyed my knees,” Huber said
of her high-school athletic
boy and his father driving home
career.
from a vacation. On the way to
When she was a sophomore in
their house they get into a terrihigh school she tried out for her
ble accident. The two are flown
high school publication. She had
to a hospital where the father is
shown in her english classes that
pronounced dead. The son is
she had the ability to write, and
badly hurt and is sent to the ER
by mid-semester she was a
to be operated on. The doctor
sports editor.
who is supposed to perform the
Now, in her mid-20s, the unassurgery comes into the operating
room and announces that another suming Minnesotan - whose long
blonde hair is completely
doctor must perform the operauncharacteristic for a sports
tion - the critically injured child
journalist - has landed a job with
is the doctor’s son.
The Monitor covering the Killer
I was waiting at a Jason’s Deli
to interview a sports reporter. We Bees. And she describes the
position as her dream job.
had never met but I was confi“I’ve always wanted to cover a
dent that I could point the
professional hockey team,”
reporter out. Most sports
Huber said. “And at this level
reporters dress the same. Shorts,
it’s the best. Everyone apprecisneakers, a jersey of some sort.
I sat on a bench at the entrance ates you being there. Of course
I’m a journalist, and they’ll hate
perusing the menu, occasionally
me sometimes for what I write,
looking over my shoulder to see
if the reporter had come in. After but for the most part they appreciate you for covering them.”
about 10 minutes of waiting the
Huber hasn’t always been
reporter arrived. I was right.
appreciated for her abilities as a
Shorts, sneakers, and a football
reporter. Like many women
jersey. Later, during our interreporters, Huber has faced obstaview, I learned that the jersey
had belonged to an ex-boyfriend. cles caused by old-fashioned
ideals that have yet to catch up
Was the doctor a reincarnation
to the times.
of the boy’s father? Was the
While
reporter a gay
working on
man who was
an internseriously
ship in
interested in
North
sports?
Carolina
No. The ridHuber
dle is designed
became the
to show chaudesignated
vinists how
filer and
shallow they
press
are, and obvirelease
ously the docorganizer
tor is the boys
for an edimother. And
- Kristin Huber, The Monitor sports
tor that
the reporter
reporter
didn’t see
was one of a
a role for
growing facwomen in
tion of journalists - a woman sports reporter. sports reporting.
“There were three staffers
Kristin Huber was always
including myself,” Huber said.
interested in sports. In high
“The other two were guys, and
school she played volleyball,
they were the only reporters who
basketball, and competed on the
actually got to work on stories.”
track team in the 400-meter

By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American

ROADRUNNERS
the playoffs three years in a row, and
won the 2001 championship in their
inaugural CBL season.
"We’ve had a lot of success,"
Tredaway said. "We’re always putting ourselves in a position to win
them (championships) and I think
that says a lot about our organization."
Unlike the other Valley team, the
Harlingen-based Río Grande Valley
WhiteWings, Edinburg has not lost
popularity with its fans. In 48 home
dates, the Roadrunners averaged

“

“

This isn’t a
40-hour-aweek job.
This is a
lifestyle.

Kristin Huber covers the Rio Grande
Valley Killer Bees for The Monitor.
She is featured here in a piece on female
sports writers.
A native of Minnesota, Huber was
brought to the Valley to cover the southern most CHL hockey team in the U.S.
She also covers football, and her work
can be seen almost daily in The Monitor.

Kristin Huber
But for the most part Huber
describes any different treatment
that she might receive as innocent.
“A lot of times coaches call
me sweetheart,” Huber said and
began to laugh. “It’s a term of
endearment, and it doesn’t bother me.”
Huber finds that many of the
coaches she speaks with and the
editors she works for have a tendency to shelter her.
“They really try to protect
me,” Huber said. “Sometimes I’ll
ask a coach a question about a
big play in a game, and they’ll
explain to me what a sack is. I
know what a SACK is, I just
wanted to know why they think
the play didn’t work.”
The last major hurdle that
women sports reporters had to
overcome was in the late ‘70s.
The issue was whether women
sports reporters should be
allowed into locker rooms for
post-game interviews.
The battle was championed by
Melissa Ludtke who was covering the 1977 World Series for
Sports Illustrated. Ludtke had

continued from page 15

close to 3,000 spectators per game,
while only a little over 1,200 fans a
game passed through the turnstiles at
4,000-seat Harlingen Stadium.
"It just shows that we’re doing
things right," Tredaway commented.
"We’re doing things right off the
field as far as the front office and on
the other side, I think we’re doing a
lot of good things on the field to
keep our fans coming back. You want
to win and put a good product on the
field. We’ve been fortunate in that
way the last three years."

problems gaining access into
locker rooms, and eventually
Time Inc., publisher of Sports
Illustrated, filed a law suit
against MLB commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
The following year Federal
Judge Constance Baker Motley
issued an order to allow women
reporters in locker rooms.
Today female sports reporters
have an easier time within their
industries.
Organizations like the
Association for Women in Sports
Media, exist as watch-dogs for
equal treatment of women sports
reporters.
Huber does, however, contend
that there is still an issue of
female stereotyping in the media
industry.
“People react to what I do,”
Huber said. “If I paint my fingernails, if I wear a dress to a game,
I will get a reaction. If I cut my
hair too short I will get a reaction. I can’t wear shorts to short.
I can’t wear spaghetti straps.
Those are clothes that I have in
my wardrobe, but those can’t be
my work clothes.”

VOLLEYBALL
kills and 1,000 digs in her
career.
Thorn was excited about
the win, but thinks his young
group still has a lot to learn
about putting a team away.
"We played with more
confidence in the last game.
We passed well and played
real good defense. We’re
starting to come together and
learn from our mistakes,"
Thorn said. "I’m really glad
that we won. We put our-

continued from page 16

selves in a tough situation
after we won the first two
games, but we were able to
get out of it. We need to
learn that when we have a
team down 2-0, we need to
put them away."
The Lady Broncs will participate in the Stephen F.
Austin Tournament in
Nacogdoches this weekend.
UTPA will open up the tournament against Tulsa on
Friday at 4 p.m.

For Huber, conveying a good
professional image is important,
because to Huber her job is her
life.
“This isn’t a 40-hour-a-week
job. This is a lifestyle,” Huber
said.
For Huber, as well as many
other female sports reporters,
performing well at the professional level is all they want to be
noticed for.
“I really respect all the guys
that I work with,” Huber said.
“And I’m just glad that I’m good
enough to work with them.”
For other women sports fans
Huber is a testament to achievement in what was formerly considered an all-male industry.
“I got stopped by a fan at a
Roadrunners game and she
thought that it was great that I
was a sports writer,” Huber said.
“She kept saying ‘You go girl’.”
Huber thinks its great that she
is appreciated, but she feels the
attention is unnecessary.
“I’m just doing what I love,”
Huber said. “And I know the
best way to do my job is to not
be noticed.”

Interested in
writing sports for
The Pan
American?
Contact sports
editor Ed Chrnko
at 381-2546 or
email at echrnko@
yahoo.com.
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Business school receives celebrity status
By VANESSA L. LUCIO
The Pan American
The University of Texas PanAmerican has come a long way
since it was a two-year
community college founded in
1927.
Its original graduating class
had five students and within three
years 35 students a year were
graduating. By 1970 the
institution gained approval to
operate graduate programs and
began offering master’s degrees
in the arts, education, and
science.
Ten years ago the College of
Business Administration was not
around as a college. Today
however, the College can take a
bow to a national audience after

the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business
awarded accreditation. It is now
one of the three Hispanics
serving higher institutions with
an accredited doctoral program.
What exactly does this official
seal of approval mean for the
future of UTPA, its students and
the Valley? Dr. Evelyn Hume,
assistant dean of Business
Administration, explained its
importance.
“The seal adds to the
credibility of the university and
raises the esteem of the
institution in the minds of the
employers in and outside of the
Valley,” Hume said. “For our
Ph.D. students coming out of the
doctoral program they will have
no problem finding a job.”

Ever-present parking
problems basis for
series of solutions
By LUIS SAAVEDRA
The Pan American
UTPA parking manager Eddie Morin is working hard so
the University of Texas-Pan American is able to fit student
need for parking space.
Given the increasing student population on campus each
year since 1995, Morin saw the need for more parking
spaces here. Since then, he has worked hard to see the
number of currently available spaces increase. For this
purpose, university officials have planned the addition of
3,300 more as part of the school’s Master Plan, a process of
campus redesign to be completed by 2020.
The addition of those parking spaces, however, will
hardly have an effect on the current shortage problem. As
Morin explains, just in 1995 the school’s student
enrollment increased from approximately 9,500 to 12,300,
and it keeps growing each year. Student population reached
14,300 in 2003 and might be as high as 15,000 when the
latest figures are released later this month.
Several solutions to the problem have been proposed and
implemented. One of them was Morin’s 1998 carpool
program. As the name explains, the program attempted to
get students with similar schedules to commute in a single
car, thus reducing the need for extra parking space. The
program failed mainly because, as Morin explains, he
“didn’t have any idea of what [he] was getting into.”
“For a carpool program to succeed, the parking and
traffic management require a computerized matching
system to pair up students with similar schedules,” he
explains. “I didn’t know that back then and even if I had,
budget limits wouldn’t have allowed us to buy the $10,000
computer.”
Still, Morin hopes to get a second opportunity in
implementing a new carpool program in order to reduce the
demand for additional parking space predicted even once
the University’s Master Plan is completed. UTPA director
of facilities Marvin Boland agrees with Morin’s prediction.
“Right now we are slightly over the predicted
enrollment,” admits Boland. “However this is nothing we
cannot handle. We have enough parking spaces.”
The problem, as Boland sees it, is making them
accessible enough to students. He explains the
responsibility lies with the state and county
administrations.
“We need roads and streets, like McColl, to be large
enough to accommodate more traffic so students can get to

See PARKING page 11
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Everyone can benefit from an accreditation like
that of UTPA’s College of Business Administration
here in the United States. But we must also
incorporate other countries like Latin America
when truly thinking of the future. We cannot
expand as a global community alone.
- Carmen Martinez,
UTPA College of Business Administration student

In preparing to maintain this
pattern of excellence and
credibility the College of
Business Administration hired a
number of faculty members who
already have either a highly
established research record or are
newly trained from other

“
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reputable institutions, according
to Hume.
“For the Valley the future looks
brighter than ever from its
agricultural beginnings to this
new wave of advanced
technology, our Ph.D. program
has arrived just in time for our

students to use their knowledge
to shine a light on the Valley in a
positive way,” Hume said.
There are many reasons why
the average student is satisfied
with receiving a bachelors
degree, including being tapped
out of financial resources or
having an immediate need for
freedom from school. But there
are only a few students like
Kevin Cruthirds, a second year
Ph.D. student, and Carmen
Martinez, who is in the fourth
year of her dissertation.
Both are in the doctoral
program in the College of
Business Administration and both
applied to gain a better
understanding of what it means

See BUSINESS page 6

Citizens seek to improve on
All-American city they love
By VANESSA L. LUCIO
The Pan American
When deciding on a place to live it
is important to know the benefits and
drawbacks of any given city. To
many, Edinburg is a perfect example
of a diamond in the rough. Its true
sparkling beauty is in the familiarity
of the family-owned and familyoperated Mexican restaurant down
the street, in a town that doesn’t get
too many visitors a year.
Edinburg has a leadership team
that works to augment the city’s AllAmerican City status through the
help of community leaders like
Adrian Tamez, president of the
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce.
Tamez organizes the Annual
Leadership Edinburg Program and
along with various helpful committee
members plans the docket for the
nine-month commitment for the
applicants interested in making a
change. The group meets each month
for two hours or more.
According to Tamez, “There is an
application and reviewing
process…mainly what the Steering
Committee looks for is anyone who
has a profound dedication, willing to
put forth the effort it requires to see
a change. Volunteer experience is
certainly a plus, but not a
requirement. One requirement is that
anyone interested in volunteering
next year must reside or work in
Edinburg.”
The Steering Committee is
compiled of past Leadership
members who have graduated from
previous classes and still wish to
serve and guide new community
leaders. In this way, the new
members get to follow in their
footsteps, learning how to tackle
community concerns and aid in the
overall civic maintenance of
Edinburg, which now has over
48,000 people according to the 2000

U.S. Census.
Some issues that remain in limbo
for this year’s project ideas are five
of the most important concepts the
community would like to see
addressed.
MORE RESTAURANT
FACILITIES
“There is such a great amount of
Mexican restaurants here in
Edinburg that it would benefit
everyone living within the
community if there was the taste of
Italian, or French…we would be able
to have the best of both worlds all in
one place,” stated Letty Martinez,
Steering Committee member who
graduated from the leadership class
and has been working for the
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce for
14 years.
Just think how great it would be to
have a homemade plate of enchiladas
swizas one day and then turn around
and have a filling entrée of Manicotti
pasta from the Macaroni Grill, a
restaurant chain in bigger cities like
Austin, San Antonio, Houston, not to
mention McAllen. Luby’s Cafeteria
is a prime example of how welcome
such a franchise restaurant would be
in Edinburg.
People going to these restaurants
will only increase the amount of
money that will be put back into the
city and eventually make Edinburg a
more viable place to live. Recently,
the McAllen-Edinburg-Mission area
was rated the third most economical
urban area in the United States.
BORDER PATROL FACILITY
INFRASTRUCTURE
A portion of the Border Patrol will
be moving into the city to expand its
already existing presence throughout
the Valley. “The construction is
already under way for that project. It

brings a certain amount of security
and stability to the people of
Edinburg,” stated Tamez. The
addition will bring a lot of people to
the city. The city is already a county
seat, and having an important
organization like the Border Patrol
should help establish a sense of
credibility for Edinburg.
COMMUNITY PARKS
Nora Moroles, newly accepted
applicant for the 2003-2004
Leadership Edinburg group, stated,
“Parks are always a good idea. or the
kids, it’s especially important.”
Adding another park will provide a
recreational outlet for not only the
children of Edinburg but for their
parents as well.
“People need to get out of the
house and enjoy the trees. A park
would definitely provide a safe
haven to get lost in, away from the
computer age indoors,” said
Moroles.
She hopes to mention the idea of
creating another community park at
the first Leadership Edinburg
Program meeting in mid-September.
Several of the city’s existing parks
are aging and rundown. Memorial
Park, on Sprague near Supersplash,
is a fine example of what can be
done to construct accessible parks
with many attractions.
CONVENTION CENTER
“We need a convention center so
the people of Edinburg can have the
availability and access of conducting
conferences or trade shows like in
McAllen,” stated Rick Mata, a new
applicant accepted into the
Leadership Edinburg Program for the
2003-2004 year. Building a
convention center will also increase

See EDINBURG page 6
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How stressful is your daily
routine on a scale of 1 to 10
and explain why.
Juan Ochoa
English
Graduate Student
I’ll say 12 because you have to couple
work and school and somehow make a
family life so there aren’t enough hours
to pay attention to everything.

John Kayn
Undeclared
Sophomore
It’s about a 5 but it fluctuates though when
you are in college. It depends on how
much effort you put on the things you
want, and personally, I try to apply a lot
and keep focused on college.

Veronica Hernandez
Marketing
Senior
7. It depends on the day of the week
but most of my stress is because of
the many responsibilities I have at
school.
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By AIME SERNA
The Pan American
Sometimes it seems that
people can’t turn on the
television anymore without
a barrage of bad news.
However, there is a local
government access cable
channel providing
programming with positive
highlights about the
community. The Edinburg
Cable Network (ECN)
Channel 12 was created in
1999. Although it has been
operating for the past five
years, this year was the
first time station
employees attended the
Texas Association of
Telecommunications
Officers and Advisors
(TATOA) 2003 Conference
in Austin.
Channel 12 brought
back the most awards of
any such station in the
state of Texas. They
received 10 awards, five
for first place.
ECN is co-sponsored by
the city of Edinburg, the
Edinburg Economic
Development Corporation
and the University of
Texas-Pan American. Its
24/7 programming
includes airings of city
council meetings and
community events such as
a ribbon-cutting
announcing the opening of
a new business or facility.
ECN also covers UTPA
events to promote
university programs, and
has talk show interviews

“

Working for ECN really helped
build my relationship with
important people in the city, and
the experience really helped me
develop a professional image.
- Tricia Barrera,
UTPA broadcast journalism major

with university
administrators. For
example, performances of
the school’s mariachi band
have been aired, as have
major speeches by
longtime UTPA President
Miguel Nevarez. The
station also does profiles
on exceptional individuals
in the community.
In sum, at times the
station is like C-SPAN in
that it focuses on
government. At others it
acts much like the local
newspaper, bringing
community news to the
fore. And it does these
things with a visual
format.
Sandra Quintanilla,
director of ECN and
interim director of
University Relations at
UTPA, said that the goals
of the station are to
continue to be the resource
the City of Edinburg and
UTPA use to deliver
important information,
events and entertainment
to local citizens.
"It [ECN] is part of the

city’s and university’s
commitment to promote
open government,"
Quintanilla said.
It is not uncommon for
meetings of city
government to be
televised, giving Edinburg
residents a chance to see
their local politics in
action. Along these lines,
ECN’s stated purpose is to
educate the public and to
raise awareness in the
community. Quintanilla
said that many times
people are unable to attend
public city meetings, and
ECN gives local citizens
the chance to really see
what’s going on.
Nidia Lopez, reporter
for ECN, said that she
believes the station has
been a success because
unlike other outlets, it
caters only to the city of
Edinburg. She says it hits
so much closer to home.
"We bring out the best in
Edinburg," Lopez said.
ECN expands on

See CHANNEL 12 page 6

Norma Dryer
Contracts Coordinator
Staff
Probably a 7 because we have
deadlines to meet, contracts and
projects to complete for the
acquisitions of materials and
services important for the
University.
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Muszynski sets
volleyball record

About 6. At times it is pretty easy but
when it comes to tests and quizzes,
stress becomes increased. However, you
choose your own time to study.
Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

Richard Costello (left), Director of Environmental Health and Safety, instructs
student Paul Ververs on proper fire extinguishing techniques outside of the
Student Union Tuesday afternoon.

A-Rod hits 40th

UTPA senior outside hitter Jaclyn Muszynski set new school volleyball records
in career kills and digs Saturday after the Lady Broncs defeated Lehigh in the
Subway Cardinal Classic at Lamar University.
After Tuesday night’s home-opening victory over Prairie View A&M,
Muszynski has accumulated 1,242 kills along with 1,072 digs which shattered
the previous record of 1,183 kills set by Tanja Thomas (1991) and 1,024 digs set
by Marie Velasquez (1996).

Texas Rangers shortstop Alex Rodríguez of Puerto Rico extended his consecutive games streak to 524 Sunday and became the second player in Major League
history with six straight 40-home run seasons when he homered in the first
inning of the Rangers' 11-10 win over the Twins. A-Rod also reached 100 RBIs
for the seventh time in his career.
The Major League record for consecutive 40 or more home run seasons is held
by the legendary Babe Ruth with seven from 1926-32.

Reds win Mexican baseball final series

Price joins
athletic department
Dawn Price joined the UTPA athletic department Monday as the new assistant
athletic director for development. Price was formerly the development officer for
the Presidents' Circle and director of the annual fund programs at Drake
University in Des Moines, Iowa.

The Mexico City Reds were crowned two-time champions of the Mexican
Baseball League for the third time in their history Aug. 29 when they defeated
the Tigers of Puebla, 7-6, in Game 5 of the Final Series played at Foro Sol
Stadium.
The Reds' title was their 14th in club history. Mexico City also won back-toback championships in 1973-74 and 1987-88.

Texans cut
Rodriguez and set roster

Gagne sets
saves record
Dodger second-year reliever Eric Gagne set a Major League record Tuesday
with his 55th consecutive save when Los Angeles defeated Houston 4-1. In addition, Fred McGriff cranked two homers to up his career total to 491.
Gagne leads the majors in saves this season with 47. He set a Dodger franchise
record last year with 52 saves in 56 opportunities.

Prospects for the Special White-Winged Dove Area
season which runs Sept. 6-7 and Sept. 13-14 are good.
Fields in Willacy, Cameron, Hidalgo, Jim Hogg and Starr
County, respectively, are holding birds.
The limit is 10 white-winged, mourning and white-tipped
(white- fronted) doves in the aggregate, to include not
more than five mourning doves and two whitetips. South
Zone milo and corn fields near George West, Fashing,
Peggy and Three Rivers are holding good concentrations
of mourning dove.
The South Zone season runs Sept. 20-Nov. 5 and Dec.
20, 2003-Jan. 11, 2004. Prospects are good according to
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Weekly Migratory Bird
Hunting Report.

Away
N.Y. Jets
Houston
Arizona
Denver
Indianapolis
Minnesota
San Diego
Baltimore
Jacksonville
New England
St. Louis
Atlanta
New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland
Tampa Bay

Home
Washington
Miami
Detroit
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Green Bay
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
Carolina
Buffalo
N.Y. Giants
Dallas
Seattle
San Francisco
Tennessee
Philadelphia

Date
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

Linebacker Antonio Rodríguez was cut by the Houston Texans on Sunday.
Fellow Mexicans Marco Martos (WR) of the Carolina Panthers and Carlos
Rosado (WR) of the New York Jets were also cut this weekend.
Houston set its roster at 53 players Tuesday after signing free agent linebackers
Steve Foley and Armegis Spearman.

VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

MEXICAN SOCCER LEAGUE

HUNTING SEASON

NFL WEEK ONE SCHEDULE

Philip Rama
Computer Science
Sophomore
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SPORTS CLIPBOARD

Leadership organization
practices civic involvement
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Time
8 p.m.
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

Team
Irapuato
Tigres
Toluca
U.A.G.
Veracruz
Santos
Atlante
Cruz Azul
U.N.A.M.
Necaxa
Pachuca
Morelia
Club San Luis
Puebla
Guadalajara
Chiapas
Monterrey
América
Atlas
Querétaro

W-D-L
3-2-0
3-1-1
3-1-1
3-1-1
2-3-0
2-2-1
2-2-1
2-2-1
2-2-1
1-4-0
1-4-0
2-1-2
1-3-1
1-2-2
1-1-3
1-1-3
0-3-2
0-2-3
0-2-3
0-1-4

GF:GA
10:5
11:4
9:6
6:5
10:7
8:4
10:8
6:4
6:7
6:4
5:3
6:7
6:4
6:10
4:7
3:7
6:8
8:11
4:9
4:14

PTS
11
10
10
10
9
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
1

Week 5 results: U.A.G. 1, Atlas 0; Puebla 4, Chiapas
1; U.N.A.M. 1, Atlante 1; Necaxa 1, Pachuca 1;
Monterrey 2, América 2; Guadalajara 0, Morelia 1;
Veracruz 3, San Luis 1; Cruz Azul 0, Santos 2; Toluca
2, Querétaro 0; Irapuato 2, Tigres 0.
Week 6 Schedule Sept. 6-7: Chiapas vs. U.N.A.M.;
Morelia vs. Necaxa; Tigres vs. Toluca; San Luis vs.
U.A.G.; Atlas vs. Monterrey; América vs. Irapuato;
Pachuca vs. Puebla; Atlante vs. Cruz Azul; Querétaro
vs. Guadalajara; Santos vs. Veracruz.

Date
Aug. 29
Aug. 30
Aug. 30
Sept. 2
Sept. 5
Sept. 6
Sept. 6
Sept. 9
Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept. 13
Sept. 19-20
Sept. 23
Sept. 27
Sept. 30
Oct. 2
Oct. 4
Oct. 7
Oct. 10
Oct. 12
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 25
Oct. 31
Nov. 1
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
10
10
14
14
15
15

Opponent
Lamar
North Texas
Lehigh
P. View A&M
Tulsa
SFA
Lou.-Laf.
SWT
TCU
Ark. State
Ark.-Pine Bluff
PV A&M Tourney
Incarnate Word
Texas A&M-Int.
TAMUK
NMSU
TAMUCC
Texas A&M-Int.
Alumni
IPFW
UTSA
Texas Southern
TAMUCC
UTEP
Liga Municipal Sel.
Reynosa
TAMUK
Prairie View A&M
Texas Southern
Northern Colorado
Utah Valley State
TAMUCC
IPFW

Site
A
A
A
H
A
A
A
H
A
A
A
A
H
A
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
A
H
H

Time
7 p.m.
noon
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
12 noon
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
5 p.m.
TBA
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
11 a.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

H
A
A
A
A
A
A

7 p.m.
noon
4 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
2 p.m.
6 p.m.
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Internationals find home base for time being
By DÄGOBERTO PÉREZ
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American will once again serve as
a temporary home to students from
different countries. The university
averages about 80 foreign
exchange students per year during
the summer, spring, and fall
semesters.
The university's Office of
International Programs (OIP)
serves as a liaison between UTPA
and other universities, paving the
way for international students to
further their education in Edinburg.
According to Maggie Medrano,
research assistant of the OIP, there
are not many academic
requirements that a student must
fulfill in order to become a foreign
exchange student.
All a student needs is to be a
college sophomore, must enroll
only in classes that are transferable,
and must have a signed agreement
between their university and
UTPA. These signed agreements
are known as Agreements of
Cooperation and are created to
promote institutional exchange in
teaching, research, and social
environments of the student's
respected institutions.

Medrano stated that a student
can not become a foreign exchange
student if he or she does not have a
signed agreement, which can only
be signed by the president of UTPA
and by the dean or director of the
international student's university.
"In order for them to come to
UTPA we need to have an
agreement with their university,"
Medrano said. "If we don't have an
agreement then one is made."
These agreements are not only
used to promote a healthy
institutional exchange between
universities, but also as a means to
determine how a student will pay
for school. Students have the
option to directly pay UTPA, or a
one-to-one exchange can be made.
A one-to-one exchange can only
be made if a UTPA student attends
a certain foreign university while a
student from that same university
attends Pan Am. If a one-to-one
exchange does occur then each
student is required to pay at his or
her home, however, if the
international student chooses to pay
UTPA then he or she is granted the
right to pay the resident tuition fee.
This arrangement allows the
student to pay the same tuition as a
Texas resident.
Medrano commented that out-of-

state students pay almost three
times as much tuition as a Texas
resident is required to pay. Most
tuition rates in the United States
are going up, and Texas is no
exception.
International students wishing to
come to the United States to
experience the American school
system must pay for their
education. There are a few ways in
which the universities try to
facilitate a student's monetary
situation.
According to Medrano, UTPA
does not supply foreign exchange
students with financial help. Only
degree-seeking students can qualify
for financial assistance.
One type of immediate
assistance is an emergency loan. In
order to receive it, the student must
supply the Office of Financial Aid
with a number of important
documents, including an official
transcript, a letter of
recommendation, proof of
necessity, and a personal statement.
According to Marylou Salazar,
director of OIP, help is available to
short-term international students
via their university. They are
eligible to receive scholarships
only from their universities.
"Most of our exchange students

get funded by their universities,"
Salazar said.
Once the student has
successfully arrived at UTPA, the
OIP takes responsibility in helping
the student get familiar with the
campus and the city. The office
helps the student attend orientation,
provides a tour of the campus, and
prepares a packet full of
information about Edinburg and its
surrounding cities featuring
restaurants and places to visit. The
office of international programs is
also responsible for creating their
schedules.
"The students send us
information regarding what classes
they need and then we make up
their schedules," Medrano said.
Students come from various
parts of the world, such as,
Germany, Belgium, Canada,
Mexico, Nigeria, and India, just to
name a few. There are many
reasons why students decide to
become international exchange
students. Some do it to experience
living in a different country while
others do it to further their
education.
Peer Cafferenz, a business major,
arrived at UTPA earlier this week
from Hamburg, Germany. He
stated that he had never been to the

United States and he wanted to see
what it was like to live here. He
also said that in Germany students
are encouraged to study somewhere
else, especially in an Englishspeaking country, in order to
improve their English.
"If you are in an Englishspeaking country you learn it very
well," Cafferenz said. "I hope to
get better at it."
Sergio Andres De la Hoz, a
finance major, just arrived at UTPA
from Colombia and will be
spending this year as a local
student. He has come to UTPA in
hopes of improving his knowledge
of business and finance.
"I am looking forward to
learning the American system of
business," De la Hoz commented.
"There is a big difference between
business in Colombia and business
in the United States."
Salazar stated that UTPA's
international program has
continued to be a success. Some
enjoy their experience so much that
they decide to return to UTPA as
international degree-seeking
students.
"Some finish at their university
and then later come back to UTPA
as graduate students," Salazar
concluded.

Deep thought first priority for Philosophy Club
By JUAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
Do you ever think about thinking? Are we
really who we think we are? Does
consciousness of one’s soul really define
personal identity? Have you ever questioned
life? Perhaps many UTPA students do not
think about these things often, but there is
one group that does: The Philosophy Club.
As a group, the Philosophy Club (PC)
engages a variety of activities throughout the
year to stimulate the mind, and many of them
are designed to solve and discuss ethical
questions.
Dahlia Guzman, PC president, said, “Some
things we do are the Ethics Bowl, getting
guest speakers to come from various cultures
such as from the Islamic community to speak
to our club members. And we also watch
movies and discuss philosophical issues in
them.”
Every year, the UTPA Philosophy Club
competes against 20-25 different schools in
an annual competition called the Ethics Bowl
at St. Mary’s University in San Antonio. Last
year, UTPA placed 3rd in the competition,
and hopes to move up this time around.
“The Ethics bowl brings together

SGA

race, sex, religion, etc. Anyone is
philosophy teams from all over the
free to state their opinions on the
state to compete in mid-November,”
There is a great diversity of majors,
things we talk about,” said
said Dr. David Carter, the club
Guzman. “No one is expected to
adviser. “Students spend a few
such as journalism, psychology,
agree with the things that are
months researching philosophical
engineering and biology. It is so nice for
being said, but they do have a
issues that they have to find
them to all join, because this way, we
right to express themselves. We
solutions to. Speakers are also
learn to be more patient and openbrought in, and debates are held.”
get different perspectives and ideas on
minded with one another.”
Some of the issues discussed at
the things we discuss.
In this manner, the Philosophy
the Bowl are actual events, and
Club helps members see things in
others are constructed based on real
- Dahlia Guzman,
a different light.
events. Teams are formed, and
Philosophy Club president
Andrew Fish, PC treasurer, said,
together, they have to come up with
“Being in the Philosophy Club has
a reasonable solution to an
Although many of the club members are
really helped me to see life differently, build
argument. For example, one argument
philosophy majors, anyone can come and
great analytical skills, and improve critical
focused on ancient bones found in a Native
thinking to get a better grip on the world we
American territory. Scientists wished to study engage in the task of deep thought.
“There is a great diversity of majors, such
live in.”
the bones, while some of the Native
as journalism, psychology, engineering and
So to the members, a lot is to learned in
Americans insisted that they were tribal
biology,” said Guzman “It is so nice for them this club, more than one could ever think.
property.
to all join, because this way, we get different
Guzman said, “The biggest thing I’ve learned
“Since the bones were found on their
perspectives and ideas on the things we
is that you can’t just make arguments. You
territory, they wanted to keep the bones to
discuss.”
have to really think about what your opinions
give them their proper burial,” explained
No matter the major, the members are
are, and be more thoughtful on your
Guzman. “The anthropologists didn’t want to
different individuals with original views, and
positions.”
keep them, they only wanted to borrow them
this fact never fails to spark exciting
For those who are interested in joining the
to be studied, then they’d return them back.
conversations as people seek to express
Philosophy Club, the first meeting will be
The group had to decide what the ethical
themselves and understand their world.
held Sept. 9 from noon-1 p.m. in SBSC Rm.
issue was and how this problem should be
“There is no discrimination of any kind on
111.
handled” she added.
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continued from page 2

to all UTPA students.
The ongoing concern of
inadequate parking was also
discussed at the forum. With a
growing student population,
parking problems increase every
semester. Because of the lack of
available land surrounding
UTPA, SGA is in the process of
looking into creating a tram
shuttle service to transport

students from remote parking
lots and eventually from
designated locations around the
Rio Grande Valley.
“Parking is always an issue,”
Garza said, “Other than the new
parking lots planned for the new
education building we are still
planning out the shuttle service.”
Another concerned voiced by
students was the unavailability of

required textbooks in the
University Bookstore. The issue
has been assigned to the SGA
University and Community
Affairs Committee for study.
“The books are not at the
bookstore and students get
frustrated,” Garza said. “They’re
given an assignment and they
don’t have the books to do it.
They fall behind in their

courses.”
“We talk to the bookstore and
they say it’s the professors’
problem. We talk to our
professors and they say it’s the
bookstore’s fault. We are going
to work on making the system
more efficient, because right now
it’s not.”
SGA is planning a productive
year and encourages UTPA

students to become involved in
student organizations to enhance
their college experience.
“We’re hoping to have a great
year,” Garza said. “Students, get
more involved and you’ll have
fun. For more information on
SGA or standing campus
committees visit the SGA office
in UC room 322 or call 3812517.

community events. When local
news channels may only cover
Edinburg in a 30-second news
blip, Channel 12 takes the
event and highlights it in a 30minute show.
ECN has not only been a
benefit to the community but
for UTPA students as well.
Tricia Barrera, UTPA
broadcast journalism major,
obtained her first job as a
reporter with ECN Channel 12.
She said it was like an
internship that came with so
many extras. She got the
chance to interview many
important people of the city,
such the mayor of Edinburg
and several state
representatives. ECN gave
Barrera the opportunity to do
actual interviews and get a feel
of what the field is actually
like.
"Working for ECN really
helped build my relationships

EDINBURG

with important people in the
city, and the experience really
helped me develop a
professional image," said
Barrera, who now works for
Telemundo.
Public television is not only
beneficial for promoting
community and university
events, but it also allows
students to gain real
experience. Fred Mann, UTPA
television production lecturer,
expressed how he thinks a
local cable channel is great for
students.
Before teaching at UTPA,
Mann taught high school
broadcasting for 25 years in
McAllen.
"My students planned,
produced and shot the
productions that aired to the
community through the local
education channel," Mann said.
He thinks a local cable
channel is a great experience

for students. He says that the
only problem that he has seen
come out of student-produced
public television is bad
reception. But for the most
part, Mann has seen nothing
but positive outcomes.
Having started a broadcast
club on campus with Dr. Jack
Stanley and interested majors,
Mann is no doubt planning to
get his college hopefuls
involved with the local channel
somewhere down the line. In a
business that is noted for its
fierce competition, internships
often are the foot in the door
that students need to get their
start on the air.
ECN Channel 12 has been
going strong for five years and
has proven to be successful
with 10 awards this year. The
future appears to be bright.
"I expect only more
accomplishments from
Channel 12," Barrera said.

scholarship that will benefit Starr
County education students.
The future should hold even more
expansion for UTPA education out
west, especially considering that the
Texas A&M system also looking to
make inroads in the area. Perez
expects the Starr County Center to
become a permanent part of the
UTPA system and extend its
programs to include business
administration, graduate programs
and health and science courses.
Students attending the Upper
Level Center will have access to
certain services that UTPA offers.
Rodriguez explained how the
students attending the center will
have a chance to access all the
Internet services that the UTPA
campus offers. As the center grows,
more services will be provided.
“Since the students belong to
UTPA, the services are the same,
expect Starr County residents don’t
have to travel an hour in order to
access what they need to at the

“We have a lovely University
Plaza, but we need more
novelty stores, gourmet coffee
shops, unique specialty stores
and maybe even a stream of
outlet stores,” stated Letty
Martinez. Edinburg might have
a solid location on the
expressway for outlet stores.
With the Economic
Development Corporation, the
University of Texas-Pan
American, and the Chamber of

• • •
During 15 years of civic
involvement, the Leadership
Edinburg team has worked
hard to build credibility and
consistency. There are a
number of house rules in
effect, such as no cell phones
during the sessions, and a zero-

“

It’s a great program and people who
have gone through this program are
really respected here in Edinburg.
Once the class begins, people
suddenly realize how much they didn’t
comprehend what needed to be done.
- Adrian Tamez,
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce president

absence policy. After all, it is a
program designed to make
leaders out of citizens. The
program invites guest speakers
from in and out of the area to
inform and encourage members
about the need for community
changes. State Rep. Aaron Pena
is an example.
Although the program has
fulfilled its 13-20-person limit
per class for the year, it is open
to anyone interested in
applying for the 2004-2005
session. Every class has a
project to complete by the end
of the nine-month period;

completion is required for
graduation and the hope is that
each project will ultimately
improve the quality of life for
citizens of Edinburg.
According to Tamez, “It’s a
great program and people who
have gone through this
program are really respected
here in Edinburg. Once the
class begins, people suddenly
realize how much they didn’t
comprehend what needed to be
done. The process gets
everyone so involved in
everything that they can’t help
but come back year after year.”

UTPA’s College of Business
Administration here in the
United States,” Martinez said.
“But we must also incorporate
other countries like Latin
America when truly thinking
of the future. We cannot
expand as a global community
alone.”
With all the success the
College has had after many
years of hard work from both
the faculty and students, what
other golden opportunities are
on the horizon?
According to Hume, the
Business School is looking to
initiate a bilingual certification

program on the undergraduate
level. Students will show
employers that they are able to
write their business plan both
in English and Spanish.
Employers should know
they will not get this skill
from students in most other
universities.
Many of the students locally
grew up in a Hispanic
environment and with the
Hispanic population making
increasingly vital
contributions in many fields,
being bilingual will be a hot
commodity in future
employment markets.

continued from page 3

to teach at a university level.
Working for Haggar for
twenty-three years and
needing a change in careers
left Cuthirds looking for a job
at a crossroad in his life. He
later discovered that teaching
was the right choice, he said.
With the help of the Ph.D.
program Cruthirds has decided
to fall somewhere in the
middle of researching and
teaching.
“With the business school’s
accreditation, the University’s
future should attract those
MBA and Ph.D. students who
wish to learn from the best

nationally. It’s amazing the
amount of knowledge the
College of Business
Administration faculty
knows,” Cruthirds said.
The Ph.D. program not only
appeals to the national student
but also to the international
student. Martinez, originally
from Medellin, Colombia in
Latin America, has been
working on her doctorate since
1998, and knows the
dedication and patience that is
required to complete such a
long-term goal.
“Everyone can benefit from
an accreditation like that of

university,” Rodriguez said. “We are
having members of the library
conduct classes to explain how to
access the library resources from the
Internet, as well as student affairs
advisers that will explain financial
aid services and orientation this fall.”
Rocha believes that as the
opportunities grow for a larger
amount of students, there is going to
be an effort on the faculty’s part that
will extend beyond normal
expectations.
“I currently have around 50
students in my class,” said Rocha.
“You have to ask yourself, is it better
for 50 students to drive an hour to
come to my class, or could you, one
person, make the effort to go to
them? I see it as simply another way
of serving the students.”
Rodriguez has been part of the
project since practically the very
beginning. She has been very excited
to watch it grow and reach new
levels and feels there are unlimited
possibilities.

ROCHA

“

SHOPPING CENTER

Commerce all working
together, bring an outlet or
some other business cluster
should be a possibility. San
Marcos, south of Austin and
north of San Antonio on I-35,
has carved out a niche as an
outlet mall center. Gainesville,
just south of the Red River on
I-35, also is in the outlet mall
business. Neither of these cities
is a major population center but
are well-placed along the main
road. While I-35 runs northsouth, Edinburg is connected to
Highway 83, which runs eastwest, by 281, a north-south
road. North of Edinburg is a
wide expanse of highway and
very little population, so that
could be a problem.

ANXIETY

continued from page 2

continued from page 3

the number of visitors who
would stay in Edinburg’s
hotels, increasing the flow of
revenue back into the city.
With a viable convention
center, the city could compete
to host conferences, meetings,
and special events. The city of
Hidalgo already got the jump
on the rest of the Valley with
its 6,500-seat center, and as a
result will be the home of a
professional hockey team
starting this fall, and a
professional indoor football
team possibly next year.

BUSINESS

RGC

continued from page 4

continued from page 1

Rocha participated in the Institute for
Management and Leadership in
Education (MLE) in Massachusetts,
where he spent two weeks learning with
other administrators from around the
nation about new curricula, new modes
of delivery, and how to think
strategically about an institution’s
academic change agenda.
Rocha explained that for two weeks,
MLE participants work and learn
together the different developments
needed to strengthen their institutions.
There are often case studies that the
administrators discuss to test new ideas,
and develop new strategies that might
be needed in the future.
One major theme of the MLE
included how the need to change is
important and that the administrators
should adjust the way they view
changes. Rocha explained that since
everyone learns differently, learning
how to adjust to a new situation can be
difficult. If you can understand the
different reactions to change by
individuals who are taking part in it,
then it is likely that communication will
be more clear.
Rocha is also planning on attending
with department chairs a four-day
workshop in San Antonio that is
designed for developing leadership
shills. The American Council on
Education (ACE) is a major factor in
the assistance of the nation’s higher
education institutions. The mission
statement explains the goal is “seeking
to provide leadership and a unifying
voice on key higher education issues
and to influence public policy through
advocacy, research, and program
initiatives.”
Rocha feels that all this training has
an important role if he wants to
improve his ability as an administrator,
and for the success of other faculty
members as well.
“All of this training is about the
students,” Rocha said. “If we don’t
think something is good for the
students, or that something won’t help
the students advance, we simply won’t
do it.”
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lacks adequate rest.
“If for whatever reason I got
tired the previous day and have not
either slept enough or had not had
enough relaxation time I have a
greater chance of getting my
anxiety attack because I feel the
situation is harder to control,”
continued Lomeli.
“I get really nervous, start to feel
trapped and get this feeling to run,
to counteract it I have to be alone in
a ‘safe place’ like my brother’s
apartment or my house.”
Lomeli is being treated by a
doctor of homeopathic medicine,
and takes drops before eating that
prevent her digestive system from
having a negative reaction to the
food. If she does get an attack it
can last from a couple of hours to
days.
TALE OF A SURVIVOR
A ray of hope for Lomeli is that
people do conquer bouts with
anxiety. Ruby Guerra, a student at
UTPA majoring in psychology,
triumphed in a six-month battle of
anxiety that stemmed from stress.
“I had three exams in one week
plus my full-time job,” Guerra said.
“While at work, I began to feel
dizzy, out of breath and had blurred
vision. My body began to shake

and I thought I was going to faint.”
“I decided not to seek treatment
because I did not want to take the
medications such as Paxil due to
their side effects,” she said. “I gave
myself a month to try to do it on
my own and if I could not control
it, then I would submit myself to
the Paxil treatment.”
Paxil, or Paroxetine, is an antidepressant medication that
influences the neurotransmitters,
chemical nerves in the brain used to
send messages to one another. This
medicine is used to treat
depression, obsessive-compulsive
disorder and panic disorder.
Side effects of Paxil include:
lowered blood pressure and fainting
upon standing, headache,
drowsiness, blurred vision,
constipation, hypomania (a form of
mania) and seizures.
Guerra is relieved that she was
able to defeat her illness without
the use of medications.
“Fortunately, I was able to do it
on my own,” she said. “I overcame
it by incorporating a light exercise
routine and a healthier diet.”
Guerra has not experienced
another attack since then, but she
feels that a relapse is possible.
“I do think that people might
have recurring situations so you
can’t completely eradicate it,” said
Hampton, who has a bachelor’s in
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I see it as a viable valid disorder. Some
people may say it’s just your imagination,
but for something that causes so much
disruption in your life, you can’t say it’s
just nothing.

- Anthony Hampton,
formerly a counselor at the UTPA Counseling and Advisement Center

psychology.
Through her experience with
anxiety Guerra, 25, adopted the
philosophy that most of us can
control the anxiety we feel without
treatment simply by believing in
“mind over matter.”
HOW THE WAR IS WON
Guerra prevailed in her battle
with anxiety by using her mind and
body as weapons against the
attacks. Lomeli opts to try
homeopathic medicine, and others
who are diagnosed with anxiety use
prescription drugs to terminate
recurring attacks.
Anxiety does not have to be
tackled alone. Family therapy and
specific forms of psychotherapy,
classified as: behavioral therapy or
cognitive behavioral therapy, are
common forms of treatment of
these disorders.
A fact sheet compiled by the
National Alliance for the Mentally
Ill states, “Cognitive behavioral
treatment involves the young
person’s learning to deal with his or
her fears by modifying the way he
or she thinks and behaves by
practicing new behaviors.”
“Anxiety can get in the way of
living so management is a more
realistic goal,” said Hampton, who
is in his eighth year of working as a
counselor. He uses a combination
of the medical model and cognitive
treatments in caring for patients
who suffer from disorders ranging

is also running this campaign in
hopes that more doctors will now
prescribe Paxil so they may reap
the financial rewards,” wrote
Applegate.
SmithKline Beecham is the drug
company that manufactures Paxil,
which launched an educational
campaign centered on anxiety in
2000.

PSYCHOSOMATIC OR
TRULY PROBLEMATIC?

from depression to anxiety. He
emphasizes the importance of
helping his clients develop sound
coping skills and find a balance
between work and play.
According to Hampton, anxiety
cannot be eliminated. As a
counselor his job is to help people
learn how to manage their anxiety
levels, so they can continue living
and pursue the things they love.
Cognitive and medicinal methods
are not the only forms of treatment.
According to an article published
by BBC on Sept. 14, 1999, people
who suffer severe stress and anxiety
from exams, interviews, or flying
can fight fear with technology.
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration licenses products
such as the Alpha-Stim, which is
used in medical treatments on
anxiety disorders. The Alpha-Stim
is a walkman-like device that
attempts to defeat fear by passing
electricity through the brain and retuning cells.
There are opponents of these
treatments who believe that Paxil
and other alternatives just represent
ways for the rich to get richer in a
capitalist society.
Diana Applegate, a student at
Bryn Mawr College, wrote, “The
countless commercials and
magazine advertisements describing
Social Anxiety Disorder will
promote awareness and encourage
those who are suffering to seek
help.”
“However, SmithKline Beecham

Others oppose the claim that
anxiety is a true mental illness
because they believe these
disorders are psychosomatic, the
influence of the mind on the body.
In simple terms their argument is
these illnesses are in a person’s
mind and do not really exist.
“I’ve seen it in adults where they
use anxiety to manipulate,” said
Perez, 37, counselor at Mary Hodge
Middle School in Weslaco. “People
use it as a device to get their needs
met, but this is on a case-to-case
basis.”
Lomeli, a graduate of the Teacher
Academy in Edinburg, is upset that
people imply that anxiety is
psychosomatic. She knows that the
problem she that has affected her
for four years is real.
“It gets me mad when people say
that anxiety isn’t a real disorder,”
Lomeli said. “When they say this I
know that they don’t understand
what I’m going through.”
Students and professionals who
are familiar with or have overcome
anxiety disorders agree with
Lomeli.
“I feel that anxiety is a real
disorder,” Guerra said. “Because it
can take over an individual’s life
and they may feel like a prisoner to
it.”
“I see it as a viable valid
disorder,” Hampton said. “Some
people may say it’s just your
imagination, but for something that
causes so much disruption in your
life, you can’t say it’s just nothing.”

compelled to discard the idea due
to budget limitations.
Both Boland and Morin explain
that building a parking garage like
the one in the original plan would
have an estimated cost of $8,000
per parking space: that’s $7,200
more than a single space in a
parking lot. He says that although
apparently a parking garage would
be a perfect solution to fit the
students’ need for parking space, it
would only hurt their pockets.
“Instead of paying for a $20
permit, students would have to pay
a $200 fee per semester,” explains
Morin. “So, instead of having a
multiple level parking garage, the
school administration has decided
to push out student, as well as
reserved, parking spaces.”
With the resolution of moving
parking to the exterior of campus,
Morin has suggested the
implementation of a tram system,
using a bus that would operate

throughout the day picking up
students from the various parking
lots.
“What it looks like in 20 years,
we will not need a parking
structure. We will need a tram
system,” said Morin. “I think it
will be beneficial in the future to
take students in and out of
campus.”
The idea of the tram system has
been studied in coordination with
the student government. According
to Boland, surveys have been made
about the viability of such a system
and the possible student body
response to it.
“The plan for Pan Am is to be a
pedestrian campus,” he says. “A
campus where you can walk to
anywhere you want without the
risk of getting run over by a car.”
For the time being, Morin asks
students to be patient and to be
prepared to walk if they arrive
after 10 in the morning.

continued from page 3

these spaces,” he said.
Another proposed solution to the
on-campus parking shortage has
been reducing the number of
reserved parking spaces. Currently,
the number required by law is one
percent of the total number for
handicapped and another one
percent for maintenance workers.
With parking lots around campus
featuring up to 25 percent of the
total number of spaces reserved for
faculty and visitors, many students
have opted to violate school traffic
regulations and use these spaces
rather than park far away from the
university’s buildings. They also
use other creative techniques.
UTPA Chief of Police Howard
Miller says one of the reasons
parking permits were changed
from stickers to hangers is that an
increased number of students
“were cutting their permits in all
sorts of forms and shapes” in order
to park closer to campus facilities.

“

Instead of paying for a $20 permit, students
would have to pay a $200 fee per semester.
So, instead of having a multiple level
parking garage, the school administration
has decided to push out student, as well as
reserved, parking spaces.
- Eddie Morin,
UTPA parking manager

“Now the problem we have
encountered is that some students
photocopy the permits,” Morin
adds.
Just this year commuter students
lost more spaces. In February,
parking and traffic management
officials designated 24 of the
spaces located near Bronc Village
as reserved spaces for tenants.
Since then students have
complained about the decision.

“
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“Half of those new [reserved]
spaces are never used,” said UTPA
senior Danny Trevino. “It only
makes it harder to find space close
to school.”
Indeed, another problem faced
by Morin is the decision of school
officials to build parking lots
around campus. Originally, UTPA’s
Master Plan called for the
university to have its own parking
garage but school officials were
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CULTURE CLUB
What students like to read, listen to and surf.
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LATIN GRAMMY AWARDS
Juanes, and his latest album “Un Dia Normal,” took top
honors at the Fourth Annual Latin Grammy Awards
ceremony Sept. 3 in Miami.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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■ Culture Club . . . . . . 10

While the ceremony honored legendary “Queen of Salsa”
Celia Cruz, the real star was Juanes, who walked away
with five awards.

Cynthia Rincon
Freshman
Art
CD: “What is it to Burn?” by Finch
Movie: “Red Dragon”
Book: “El Alienista” by Caleb Carr

Although the show featured mostly Latin artists, there
were a number of crossover performances, including
Juanes sharing the stage with hip-hop artists the BlackEyed Peas and Brazilian singer Alexandre Pires singing
with Kelly Clarkson.
Presenters included singer Natalie Cole, actors Jessica
Alba and Adam Rodriguez, and tennis star Venus
Williams.

(Left) - Melissa Morales
tries her hand at the dart
toss. Balloons were filled
with prizes ranging from
free meals from the
UTPA cafeteria to small
toys and trinkets.
(Bottom left) - Mary
Luna, a cafeteria worker
from Sodexho Marriot,
laughs after Jorge
Hernandez won a free
six-inch sub sandwich
from the “Duck Swim
Win” game.
(Below) - Karina
Marquez tosses a beanbag to win prizes at the
“Ball and Ring” game.
Marquez was the first
winner of the event.

Gabriel Hernandez/
The Pan American

Epi Cervantes
Purchasing and
Central Services
CD: “Historia” by Caifanes
Movie: “American Wedding”
Website: internationalmale.com

Diana Cantu
Freshman
Dietetics
CD: “Human Clay” by Creed
Movie: “Monsters, Inc.”
Book: “Lord of the Rings” trilogy

PLAY, TOSS, AND WIN
Sodexho workers sponsored a “World’s Fair” in the
cafeteria Wednesday afternoon. Events included a dart
toss, ball toss, “Duck Swim and Win” and ball-in-thering toss.
Similar events are scheduled for the coming months,
including a “Fright Fest” at Halloween.
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(Above)”Catfish in a
Dog Fight”, ceramic
(Left) “Leonardclaus”,
acrylic on canvas
(Background) “Mine,”
ceramic

Chris Leonard, a renowned artisan, will be exhibiting his exposition titled Claus/ Claws III:
Leonardland Revisited at the
University of Texas-Pan
American’s University Gallery
located at the CAS building on
September 4 from 7-9p.m.
Leonard will be discussing the different pieces of art he created
within the art exhibit.
Leonard's exhibit was presented
in Progresso’s Art Gallery this
July. This month the art exhibit has
made its way to the University
Gallery. It will be filled with a mix
of functional, semi-functional, and
sculpture clay along with twodimensional work on paper and
canvas. The work can be classified
as both narrative and contemplative. It displays a balance of his
home and working environment.
The art pieces were inspired by
Leonard's alter ego, school teachers, life, and family. The exhibit
has cats, fishes, different concepts
of santa claus, and dogs that reflect
the animals he owns.
"Our dog is surrounded by five
cats that at times I wonder if he
thinks he is one," Leonard said.
The santa claus theme was based
on the teaching idea that students
should not get everything they

want, because they become
demanding.
Leonard said, "I am Chris
Leonard, not Chris Kringle."
The Santa Claus characters were
also symbolic of the wonders of
childhood and expectations of
Christmas.
"The idea that every Christmas
children get new toys and break
them in an hour did not destroy the
joy of receiving a new gift the next
year. The important thing was
sharing the holiday with your family and friends every year," Leonard
said.
Leonard received his Bachelors
in Fine Arts with an emphasis in
painting and all level teaching certificate from the University of
Northern Iowa in 1985. He then
spent 14 years teaching math and a
bit of art in South Texas schools.
Presently Leonard is teaching art
appreciation part time at UTPA and
at the same time he is taking
courses in ceramic, this is to practice his skills as an artist.
"You have to be smarter in the
field of Art because there is no one
right way to do it or one way to
get a job in it," Leonard said. "I try
to draw a pond life experience and
a feeling of what I want to do to
get balance with my art."
New UTPA Art Director Patty
Ballinger was happy to see that her
classmate was presenting his art

exhibit at the University. Ballinger
officially started her position
September 2, 2003, but has been
on the job for part of the summer.
She previously taught part-time at
the South Texas Community
College and UTPA for the art
department. Ballinger was also the
art director from the International
Museum of Arts in McAllen.
"I am excited, I have done it[art
director] in the past, but each institution brings new things to learn
and new people to meet," Ballinger
said, "I especially like working in
the University galleries because of
the students and the faculty."
Undergraduates and graduates of
art are required to display their
work on campus. This is the reason
why so many students exhibits are
shown on and off campus.
Leonard's exhibit is an exhibit
for the entire public.
"The exhibit is a flip on the total
opposite but at the same time it
makes it almost the same. It contains direct qualities of both folk
art and children," Leonard said, "It
is not only for the student body,
but enjoyable for children and
grandparents."
The art exhibit will continue to
be open for the public September 4
through 26 on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 9:00
to 5:00 p.m. Also, Tuesday and
Thursday from 9:00-1:00 p.m.

(Above)”Panther
Infection,” graphite,
prisma color and
acryllic
(Left) “Pink and Green
Pussys II”, ceramic.
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The Pan American

(Above)”Catfish in a
Dog Fight”, ceramic
(Left) “Leonardclaus”,
acrylic on canvas
(Background) “Mine,”
ceramic

Chris Leonard, a renowned artisan, will be exhibiting his exposition titled Claus/ Claws III:
Leonardland Revisited at the
University of Texas-Pan
American’s University Gallery
located at the CAS building on
September 4 from 7-9p.m.
Leonard will be discussing the different pieces of art he created
within the art exhibit.
Leonard's exhibit was presented
in Progresso’s Art Gallery this
July. This month the art exhibit has
made its way to the University
Gallery. It will be filled with a mix
of functional, semi-functional, and
sculpture clay along with twodimensional work on paper and
canvas. The work can be classified
as both narrative and contemplative. It displays a balance of his
home and working environment.
The art pieces were inspired by
Leonard's alter ego, school teachers, life, and family. The exhibit
has cats, fishes, different concepts
of santa claus, and dogs that reflect
the animals he owns.
"Our dog is surrounded by five
cats that at times I wonder if he
thinks he is one," Leonard said.
The santa claus theme was based
on the teaching idea that students
should not get everything they

want, because they become
demanding.
Leonard said, "I am Chris
Leonard, not Chris Kringle."
The Santa Claus characters were
also symbolic of the wonders of
childhood and expectations of
Christmas.
"The idea that every Christmas
children get new toys and break
them in an hour did not destroy the
joy of receiving a new gift the next
year. The important thing was
sharing the holiday with your family and friends every year," Leonard
said.
Leonard received his Bachelors
in Fine Arts with an emphasis in
painting and all level teaching certificate from the University of
Northern Iowa in 1985. He then
spent 14 years teaching math and a
bit of art in South Texas schools.
Presently Leonard is teaching art
appreciation part time at UTPA and
at the same time he is taking
courses in ceramic, this is to practice his skills as an artist.
"You have to be smarter in the
field of Art because there is no one
right way to do it or one way to
get a job in it," Leonard said. "I try
to draw a pond life experience and
a feeling of what I want to do to
get balance with my art."
New UTPA Art Director Patty
Ballinger was happy to see that her
classmate was presenting his art

exhibit at the University. Ballinger
officially started her position
September 2, 2003, but has been
on the job for part of the summer.
She previously taught part-time at
the South Texas Community
College and UTPA for the art
department. Ballinger was also the
art director from the International
Museum of Arts in McAllen.
"I am excited, I have done it[art
director] in the past, but each institution brings new things to learn
and new people to meet," Ballinger
said, "I especially like working in
the University galleries because of
the students and the faculty."
Undergraduates and graduates of
art are required to display their
work on campus. This is the reason
why so many students exhibits are
shown on and off campus.
Leonard's exhibit is an exhibit
for the entire public.
"The exhibit is a flip on the total
opposite but at the same time it
makes it almost the same. It contains direct qualities of both folk
art and children," Leonard said, "It
is not only for the student body,
but enjoyable for children and
grandparents."
The art exhibit will continue to
be open for the public September 4
through 26 on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 9:00
to 5:00 p.m. Also, Tuesday and
Thursday from 9:00-1:00 p.m.

(Above)”Panther
Infection,” graphite,
prisma color and
acryllic
(Left) “Pink and Green
Pussys II”, ceramic.
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What students like to read, listen to and surf.
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LATIN GRAMMY AWARDS
Juanes, and his latest album “Un Dia Normal,” took top
honors at the Fourth Annual Latin Grammy Awards
ceremony Sept. 3 in Miami.
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While the ceremony honored legendary “Queen of Salsa”
Celia Cruz, the real star was Juanes, who walked away
with five awards.

Cynthia Rincon
Freshman
Art
CD: “What is it to Burn?” by Finch
Movie: “Red Dragon”
Book: “El Alienista” by Caleb Carr

Although the show featured mostly Latin artists, there
were a number of crossover performances, including
Juanes sharing the stage with hip-hop artists the BlackEyed Peas and Brazilian singer Alexandre Pires singing
with Kelly Clarkson.
Presenters included singer Natalie Cole, actors Jessica
Alba and Adam Rodriguez, and tennis star Venus
Williams.

(Left) - Melissa Morales
tries her hand at the dart
toss. Balloons were filled
with prizes ranging from
free meals from the
UTPA cafeteria to small
toys and trinkets.
(Bottom left) - Mary
Luna, a cafeteria worker
from Sodexho Marriot,
laughs after Jorge
Hernandez won a free
six-inch sub sandwich
from the “Duck Swim
Win” game.
(Below) - Karina
Marquez tosses a beanbag to win prizes at the
“Ball and Ring” game.
Marquez was the first
winner of the event.

Gabriel Hernandez/
The Pan American

Epi Cervantes
Purchasing and
Central Services
CD: “Historia” by Caifanes
Movie: “American Wedding”
Website: internationalmale.com

Diana Cantu
Freshman
Dietetics
CD: “Human Clay” by Creed
Movie: “Monsters, Inc.”
Book: “Lord of the Rings” trilogy

PLAY, TOSS, AND WIN
Sodexho workers sponsored a “World’s Fair” in the
cafeteria Wednesday afternoon. Events included a dart
toss, ball toss, “Duck Swim and Win” and ball-in-thering toss.
Similar events are scheduled for the coming months,
including a “Fright Fest” at Halloween.

community events. When local
news channels may only cover
Edinburg in a 30-second news
blip, Channel 12 takes the
event and highlights it in a 30minute show.
ECN has not only been a
benefit to the community but
for UTPA students as well.
Tricia Barrera, UTPA
broadcast journalism major,
obtained her first job as a
reporter with ECN Channel 12.
She said it was like an
internship that came with so
many extras. She got the
chance to interview many
important people of the city,
such the mayor of Edinburg
and several state
representatives. ECN gave
Barrera the opportunity to do
actual interviews and get a feel
of what the field is actually
like.
"Working for ECN really
helped build my relationships

EDINBURG

with important people in the
city, and the experience really
helped me develop a
professional image," said
Barrera, who now works for
Telemundo.
Public television is not only
beneficial for promoting
community and university
events, but it also allows
students to gain real
experience. Fred Mann, UTPA
television production lecturer,
expressed how he thinks a
local cable channel is great for
students.
Before teaching at UTPA,
Mann taught high school
broadcasting for 25 years in
McAllen.
"My students planned,
produced and shot the
productions that aired to the
community through the local
education channel," Mann said.
He thinks a local cable
channel is a great experience

for students. He says that the
only problem that he has seen
come out of student-produced
public television is bad
reception. But for the most
part, Mann has seen nothing
but positive outcomes.
Having started a broadcast
club on campus with Dr. Jack
Stanley and interested majors,
Mann is no doubt planning to
get his college hopefuls
involved with the local channel
somewhere down the line. In a
business that is noted for its
fierce competition, internships
often are the foot in the door
that students need to get their
start on the air.
ECN Channel 12 has been
going strong for five years and
has proven to be successful
with 10 awards this year. The
future appears to be bright.
"I expect only more
accomplishments from
Channel 12," Barrera said.

scholarship that will benefit Starr
County education students.
The future should hold even more
expansion for UTPA education out
west, especially considering that the
Texas A&M system also looking to
make inroads in the area. Perez
expects the Starr County Center to
become a permanent part of the
UTPA system and extend its
programs to include business
administration, graduate programs
and health and science courses.
Students attending the Upper
Level Center will have access to
certain services that UTPA offers.
Rodriguez explained how the
students attending the center will
have a chance to access all the
Internet services that the UTPA
campus offers. As the center grows,
more services will be provided.
“Since the students belong to
UTPA, the services are the same,
expect Starr County residents don’t
have to travel an hour in order to
access what they need to at the

“We have a lovely University
Plaza, but we need more
novelty stores, gourmet coffee
shops, unique specialty stores
and maybe even a stream of
outlet stores,” stated Letty
Martinez. Edinburg might have
a solid location on the
expressway for outlet stores.
With the Economic
Development Corporation, the
University of Texas-Pan
American, and the Chamber of

• • •
During 15 years of civic
involvement, the Leadership
Edinburg team has worked
hard to build credibility and
consistency. There are a
number of house rules in
effect, such as no cell phones
during the sessions, and a zero-

“

It’s a great program and people who
have gone through this program are
really respected here in Edinburg.
Once the class begins, people
suddenly realize how much they didn’t
comprehend what needed to be done.
- Adrian Tamez,
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce president

absence policy. After all, it is a
program designed to make
leaders out of citizens. The
program invites guest speakers
from in and out of the area to
inform and encourage members
about the need for community
changes. State Rep. Aaron Pena
is an example.
Although the program has
fulfilled its 13-20-person limit
per class for the year, it is open
to anyone interested in
applying for the 2004-2005
session. Every class has a
project to complete by the end
of the nine-month period;

completion is required for
graduation and the hope is that
each project will ultimately
improve the quality of life for
citizens of Edinburg.
According to Tamez, “It’s a
great program and people who
have gone through this
program are really respected
here in Edinburg. Once the
class begins, people suddenly
realize how much they didn’t
comprehend what needed to be
done. The process gets
everyone so involved in
everything that they can’t help
but come back year after year.”

UTPA’s College of Business
Administration here in the
United States,” Martinez said.
“But we must also incorporate
other countries like Latin
America when truly thinking
of the future. We cannot
expand as a global community
alone.”
With all the success the
College has had after many
years of hard work from both
the faculty and students, what
other golden opportunities are
on the horizon?
According to Hume, the
Business School is looking to
initiate a bilingual certification

program on the undergraduate
level. Students will show
employers that they are able to
write their business plan both
in English and Spanish.
Employers should know
they will not get this skill
from students in most other
universities.
Many of the students locally
grew up in a Hispanic
environment and with the
Hispanic population making
increasingly vital
contributions in many fields,
being bilingual will be a hot
commodity in future
employment markets.

continued from page 3

to teach at a university level.
Working for Haggar for
twenty-three years and
needing a change in careers
left Cuthirds looking for a job
at a crossroad in his life. He
later discovered that teaching
was the right choice, he said.
With the help of the Ph.D.
program Cruthirds has decided
to fall somewhere in the
middle of researching and
teaching.
“With the business school’s
accreditation, the University’s
future should attract those
MBA and Ph.D. students who
wish to learn from the best

nationally. It’s amazing the
amount of knowledge the
College of Business
Administration faculty
knows,” Cruthirds said.
The Ph.D. program not only
appeals to the national student
but also to the international
student. Martinez, originally
from Medellin, Colombia in
Latin America, has been
working on her doctorate since
1998, and knows the
dedication and patience that is
required to complete such a
long-term goal.
“Everyone can benefit from
an accreditation like that of

university,” Rodriguez said. “We are
having members of the library
conduct classes to explain how to
access the library resources from the
Internet, as well as student affairs
advisers that will explain financial
aid services and orientation this fall.”
Rocha believes that as the
opportunities grow for a larger
amount of students, there is going to
be an effort on the faculty’s part that
will extend beyond normal
expectations.
“I currently have around 50
students in my class,” said Rocha.
“You have to ask yourself, is it better
for 50 students to drive an hour to
come to my class, or could you, one
person, make the effort to go to
them? I see it as simply another way
of serving the students.”
Rodriguez has been part of the
project since practically the very
beginning. She has been very excited
to watch it grow and reach new
levels and feels there are unlimited
possibilities.

ROCHA

“

SHOPPING CENTER

Commerce all working
together, bring an outlet or
some other business cluster
should be a possibility. San
Marcos, south of Austin and
north of San Antonio on I-35,
has carved out a niche as an
outlet mall center. Gainesville,
just south of the Red River on
I-35, also is in the outlet mall
business. Neither of these cities
is a major population center but
are well-placed along the main
road. While I-35 runs northsouth, Edinburg is connected to
Highway 83, which runs eastwest, by 281, a north-south
road. North of Edinburg is a
wide expanse of highway and
very little population, so that
could be a problem.

ANXIETY

continued from page 2

continued from page 3

the number of visitors who
would stay in Edinburg’s
hotels, increasing the flow of
revenue back into the city.
With a viable convention
center, the city could compete
to host conferences, meetings,
and special events. The city of
Hidalgo already got the jump
on the rest of the Valley with
its 6,500-seat center, and as a
result will be the home of a
professional hockey team
starting this fall, and a
professional indoor football
team possibly next year.

BUSINESS

RGC

continued from page 4

continued from page 1

Rocha participated in the Institute for
Management and Leadership in
Education (MLE) in Massachusetts,
where he spent two weeks learning with
other administrators from around the
nation about new curricula, new modes
of delivery, and how to think
strategically about an institution’s
academic change agenda.
Rocha explained that for two weeks,
MLE participants work and learn
together the different developments
needed to strengthen their institutions.
There are often case studies that the
administrators discuss to test new ideas,
and develop new strategies that might
be needed in the future.
One major theme of the MLE
included how the need to change is
important and that the administrators
should adjust the way they view
changes. Rocha explained that since
everyone learns differently, learning
how to adjust to a new situation can be
difficult. If you can understand the
different reactions to change by
individuals who are taking part in it,
then it is likely that communication will
be more clear.
Rocha is also planning on attending
with department chairs a four-day
workshop in San Antonio that is
designed for developing leadership
shills. The American Council on
Education (ACE) is a major factor in
the assistance of the nation’s higher
education institutions. The mission
statement explains the goal is “seeking
to provide leadership and a unifying
voice on key higher education issues
and to influence public policy through
advocacy, research, and program
initiatives.”
Rocha feels that all this training has
an important role if he wants to
improve his ability as an administrator,
and for the success of other faculty
members as well.
“All of this training is about the
students,” Rocha said. “If we don’t
think something is good for the
students, or that something won’t help
the students advance, we simply won’t
do it.”
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lacks adequate rest.
“If for whatever reason I got
tired the previous day and have not
either slept enough or had not had
enough relaxation time I have a
greater chance of getting my
anxiety attack because I feel the
situation is harder to control,”
continued Lomeli.
“I get really nervous, start to feel
trapped and get this feeling to run,
to counteract it I have to be alone in
a ‘safe place’ like my brother’s
apartment or my house.”
Lomeli is being treated by a
doctor of homeopathic medicine,
and takes drops before eating that
prevent her digestive system from
having a negative reaction to the
food. If she does get an attack it
can last from a couple of hours to
days.
TALE OF A SURVIVOR
A ray of hope for Lomeli is that
people do conquer bouts with
anxiety. Ruby Guerra, a student at
UTPA majoring in psychology,
triumphed in a six-month battle of
anxiety that stemmed from stress.
“I had three exams in one week
plus my full-time job,” Guerra said.
“While at work, I began to feel
dizzy, out of breath and had blurred
vision. My body began to shake

and I thought I was going to faint.”
“I decided not to seek treatment
because I did not want to take the
medications such as Paxil due to
their side effects,” she said. “I gave
myself a month to try to do it on
my own and if I could not control
it, then I would submit myself to
the Paxil treatment.”
Paxil, or Paroxetine, is an antidepressant medication that
influences the neurotransmitters,
chemical nerves in the brain used to
send messages to one another. This
medicine is used to treat
depression, obsessive-compulsive
disorder and panic disorder.
Side effects of Paxil include:
lowered blood pressure and fainting
upon standing, headache,
drowsiness, blurred vision,
constipation, hypomania (a form of
mania) and seizures.
Guerra is relieved that she was
able to defeat her illness without
the use of medications.
“Fortunately, I was able to do it
on my own,” she said. “I overcame
it by incorporating a light exercise
routine and a healthier diet.”
Guerra has not experienced
another attack since then, but she
feels that a relapse is possible.
“I do think that people might
have recurring situations so you
can’t completely eradicate it,” said
Hampton, who has a bachelor’s in

Graphic by Dägoberto Pérez
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“

I see it as a viable valid disorder. Some
people may say it’s just your imagination,
but for something that causes so much
disruption in your life, you can’t say it’s
just nothing.

- Anthony Hampton,
formerly a counselor at the UTPA Counseling and Advisement Center

psychology.
Through her experience with
anxiety Guerra, 25, adopted the
philosophy that most of us can
control the anxiety we feel without
treatment simply by believing in
“mind over matter.”
HOW THE WAR IS WON
Guerra prevailed in her battle
with anxiety by using her mind and
body as weapons against the
attacks. Lomeli opts to try
homeopathic medicine, and others
who are diagnosed with anxiety use
prescription drugs to terminate
recurring attacks.
Anxiety does not have to be
tackled alone. Family therapy and
specific forms of psychotherapy,
classified as: behavioral therapy or
cognitive behavioral therapy, are
common forms of treatment of
these disorders.
A fact sheet compiled by the
National Alliance for the Mentally
Ill states, “Cognitive behavioral
treatment involves the young
person’s learning to deal with his or
her fears by modifying the way he
or she thinks and behaves by
practicing new behaviors.”
“Anxiety can get in the way of
living so management is a more
realistic goal,” said Hampton, who
is in his eighth year of working as a
counselor. He uses a combination
of the medical model and cognitive
treatments in caring for patients
who suffer from disorders ranging

is also running this campaign in
hopes that more doctors will now
prescribe Paxil so they may reap
the financial rewards,” wrote
Applegate.
SmithKline Beecham is the drug
company that manufactures Paxil,
which launched an educational
campaign centered on anxiety in
2000.

PSYCHOSOMATIC OR
TRULY PROBLEMATIC?

from depression to anxiety. He
emphasizes the importance of
helping his clients develop sound
coping skills and find a balance
between work and play.
According to Hampton, anxiety
cannot be eliminated. As a
counselor his job is to help people
learn how to manage their anxiety
levels, so they can continue living
and pursue the things they love.
Cognitive and medicinal methods
are not the only forms of treatment.
According to an article published
by BBC on Sept. 14, 1999, people
who suffer severe stress and anxiety
from exams, interviews, or flying
can fight fear with technology.
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration licenses products
such as the Alpha-Stim, which is
used in medical treatments on
anxiety disorders. The Alpha-Stim
is a walkman-like device that
attempts to defeat fear by passing
electricity through the brain and retuning cells.
There are opponents of these
treatments who believe that Paxil
and other alternatives just represent
ways for the rich to get richer in a
capitalist society.
Diana Applegate, a student at
Bryn Mawr College, wrote, “The
countless commercials and
magazine advertisements describing
Social Anxiety Disorder will
promote awareness and encourage
those who are suffering to seek
help.”
“However, SmithKline Beecham

Others oppose the claim that
anxiety is a true mental illness
because they believe these
disorders are psychosomatic, the
influence of the mind on the body.
In simple terms their argument is
these illnesses are in a person’s
mind and do not really exist.
“I’ve seen it in adults where they
use anxiety to manipulate,” said
Perez, 37, counselor at Mary Hodge
Middle School in Weslaco. “People
use it as a device to get their needs
met, but this is on a case-to-case
basis.”
Lomeli, a graduate of the Teacher
Academy in Edinburg, is upset that
people imply that anxiety is
psychosomatic. She knows that the
problem she that has affected her
for four years is real.
“It gets me mad when people say
that anxiety isn’t a real disorder,”
Lomeli said. “When they say this I
know that they don’t understand
what I’m going through.”
Students and professionals who
are familiar with or have overcome
anxiety disorders agree with
Lomeli.
“I feel that anxiety is a real
disorder,” Guerra said. “Because it
can take over an individual’s life
and they may feel like a prisoner to
it.”
“I see it as a viable valid
disorder,” Hampton said. “Some
people may say it’s just your
imagination, but for something that
causes so much disruption in your
life, you can’t say it’s just nothing.”

compelled to discard the idea due
to budget limitations.
Both Boland and Morin explain
that building a parking garage like
the one in the original plan would
have an estimated cost of $8,000
per parking space: that’s $7,200
more than a single space in a
parking lot. He says that although
apparently a parking garage would
be a perfect solution to fit the
students’ need for parking space, it
would only hurt their pockets.
“Instead of paying for a $20
permit, students would have to pay
a $200 fee per semester,” explains
Morin. “So, instead of having a
multiple level parking garage, the
school administration has decided
to push out student, as well as
reserved, parking spaces.”
With the resolution of moving
parking to the exterior of campus,
Morin has suggested the
implementation of a tram system,
using a bus that would operate

throughout the day picking up
students from the various parking
lots.
“What it looks like in 20 years,
we will not need a parking
structure. We will need a tram
system,” said Morin. “I think it
will be beneficial in the future to
take students in and out of
campus.”
The idea of the tram system has
been studied in coordination with
the student government. According
to Boland, surveys have been made
about the viability of such a system
and the possible student body
response to it.
“The plan for Pan Am is to be a
pedestrian campus,” he says. “A
campus where you can walk to
anywhere you want without the
risk of getting run over by a car.”
For the time being, Morin asks
students to be patient and to be
prepared to walk if they arrive
after 10 in the morning.

continued from page 3

these spaces,” he said.
Another proposed solution to the
on-campus parking shortage has
been reducing the number of
reserved parking spaces. Currently,
the number required by law is one
percent of the total number for
handicapped and another one
percent for maintenance workers.
With parking lots around campus
featuring up to 25 percent of the
total number of spaces reserved for
faculty and visitors, many students
have opted to violate school traffic
regulations and use these spaces
rather than park far away from the
university’s buildings. They also
use other creative techniques.
UTPA Chief of Police Howard
Miller says one of the reasons
parking permits were changed
from stickers to hangers is that an
increased number of students
“were cutting their permits in all
sorts of forms and shapes” in order
to park closer to campus facilities.

“

Instead of paying for a $20 permit, students
would have to pay a $200 fee per semester.
So, instead of having a multiple level
parking garage, the school administration
has decided to push out student, as well as
reserved, parking spaces.
- Eddie Morin,
UTPA parking manager

“Now the problem we have
encountered is that some students
photocopy the permits,” Morin
adds.
Just this year commuter students
lost more spaces. In February,
parking and traffic management
officials designated 24 of the
spaces located near Bronc Village
as reserved spaces for tenants.
Since then students have
complained about the decision.

“

CHANNEL 12
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“Half of those new [reserved]
spaces are never used,” said UTPA
senior Danny Trevino. “It only
makes it harder to find space close
to school.”
Indeed, another problem faced
by Morin is the decision of school
officials to build parking lots
around campus. Originally, UTPA’s
Master Plan called for the
university to have its own parking
garage but school officials were
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Internationals find home base for time being
By DÄGOBERTO PÉREZ
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American will once again serve as
a temporary home to students from
different countries. The university
averages about 80 foreign
exchange students per year during
the summer, spring, and fall
semesters.
The university's Office of
International Programs (OIP)
serves as a liaison between UTPA
and other universities, paving the
way for international students to
further their education in Edinburg.
According to Maggie Medrano,
research assistant of the OIP, there
are not many academic
requirements that a student must
fulfill in order to become a foreign
exchange student.
All a student needs is to be a
college sophomore, must enroll
only in classes that are transferable,
and must have a signed agreement
between their university and
UTPA. These signed agreements
are known as Agreements of
Cooperation and are created to
promote institutional exchange in
teaching, research, and social
environments of the student's
respected institutions.

Medrano stated that a student
can not become a foreign exchange
student if he or she does not have a
signed agreement, which can only
be signed by the president of UTPA
and by the dean or director of the
international student's university.
"In order for them to come to
UTPA we need to have an
agreement with their university,"
Medrano said. "If we don't have an
agreement then one is made."
These agreements are not only
used to promote a healthy
institutional exchange between
universities, but also as a means to
determine how a student will pay
for school. Students have the
option to directly pay UTPA, or a
one-to-one exchange can be made.
A one-to-one exchange can only
be made if a UTPA student attends
a certain foreign university while a
student from that same university
attends Pan Am. If a one-to-one
exchange does occur then each
student is required to pay at his or
her home, however, if the
international student chooses to pay
UTPA then he or she is granted the
right to pay the resident tuition fee.
This arrangement allows the
student to pay the same tuition as a
Texas resident.
Medrano commented that out-of-

state students pay almost three
times as much tuition as a Texas
resident is required to pay. Most
tuition rates in the United States
are going up, and Texas is no
exception.
International students wishing to
come to the United States to
experience the American school
system must pay for their
education. There are a few ways in
which the universities try to
facilitate a student's monetary
situation.
According to Medrano, UTPA
does not supply foreign exchange
students with financial help. Only
degree-seeking students can qualify
for financial assistance.
One type of immediate
assistance is an emergency loan. In
order to receive it, the student must
supply the Office of Financial Aid
with a number of important
documents, including an official
transcript, a letter of
recommendation, proof of
necessity, and a personal statement.
According to Marylou Salazar,
director of OIP, help is available to
short-term international students
via their university. They are
eligible to receive scholarships
only from their universities.
"Most of our exchange students

get funded by their universities,"
Salazar said.
Once the student has
successfully arrived at UTPA, the
OIP takes responsibility in helping
the student get familiar with the
campus and the city. The office
helps the student attend orientation,
provides a tour of the campus, and
prepares a packet full of
information about Edinburg and its
surrounding cities featuring
restaurants and places to visit. The
office of international programs is
also responsible for creating their
schedules.
"The students send us
information regarding what classes
they need and then we make up
their schedules," Medrano said.
Students come from various
parts of the world, such as,
Germany, Belgium, Canada,
Mexico, Nigeria, and India, just to
name a few. There are many
reasons why students decide to
become international exchange
students. Some do it to experience
living in a different country while
others do it to further their
education.
Peer Cafferenz, a business major,
arrived at UTPA earlier this week
from Hamburg, Germany. He
stated that he had never been to the

United States and he wanted to see
what it was like to live here. He
also said that in Germany students
are encouraged to study somewhere
else, especially in an Englishspeaking country, in order to
improve their English.
"If you are in an Englishspeaking country you learn it very
well," Cafferenz said. "I hope to
get better at it."
Sergio Andres De la Hoz, a
finance major, just arrived at UTPA
from Colombia and will be
spending this year as a local
student. He has come to UTPA in
hopes of improving his knowledge
of business and finance.
"I am looking forward to
learning the American system of
business," De la Hoz commented.
"There is a big difference between
business in Colombia and business
in the United States."
Salazar stated that UTPA's
international program has
continued to be a success. Some
enjoy their experience so much that
they decide to return to UTPA as
international degree-seeking
students.
"Some finish at their university
and then later come back to UTPA
as graduate students," Salazar
concluded.

Deep thought first priority for Philosophy Club
By JUAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
Do you ever think about thinking? Are we
really who we think we are? Does
consciousness of one’s soul really define
personal identity? Have you ever questioned
life? Perhaps many UTPA students do not
think about these things often, but there is
one group that does: The Philosophy Club.
As a group, the Philosophy Club (PC)
engages a variety of activities throughout the
year to stimulate the mind, and many of them
are designed to solve and discuss ethical
questions.
Dahlia Guzman, PC president, said, “Some
things we do are the Ethics Bowl, getting
guest speakers to come from various cultures
such as from the Islamic community to speak
to our club members. And we also watch
movies and discuss philosophical issues in
them.”
Every year, the UTPA Philosophy Club
competes against 20-25 different schools in
an annual competition called the Ethics Bowl
at St. Mary’s University in San Antonio. Last
year, UTPA placed 3rd in the competition,
and hopes to move up this time around.
“The Ethics bowl brings together

SGA

race, sex, religion, etc. Anyone is
philosophy teams from all over the
free to state their opinions on the
state to compete in mid-November,”
There is a great diversity of majors,
things we talk about,” said
said Dr. David Carter, the club
Guzman. “No one is expected to
adviser. “Students spend a few
such as journalism, psychology,
agree with the things that are
months researching philosophical
engineering and biology. It is so nice for
being said, but they do have a
issues that they have to find
them to all join, because this way, we
right to express themselves. We
solutions to. Speakers are also
learn to be more patient and openbrought in, and debates are held.”
get different perspectives and ideas on
minded with one another.”
Some of the issues discussed at
the things we discuss.
In this manner, the Philosophy
the Bowl are actual events, and
Club helps members see things in
others are constructed based on real
- Dahlia Guzman,
a different light.
events. Teams are formed, and
Philosophy Club president
Andrew Fish, PC treasurer, said,
together, they have to come up with
“Being in the Philosophy Club has
a reasonable solution to an
Although many of the club members are
really helped me to see life differently, build
argument. For example, one argument
philosophy majors, anyone can come and
great analytical skills, and improve critical
focused on ancient bones found in a Native
thinking to get a better grip on the world we
American territory. Scientists wished to study engage in the task of deep thought.
“There is a great diversity of majors, such
live in.”
the bones, while some of the Native
as journalism, psychology, engineering and
So to the members, a lot is to learned in
Americans insisted that they were tribal
biology,” said Guzman “It is so nice for them this club, more than one could ever think.
property.
to all join, because this way, we get different
Guzman said, “The biggest thing I’ve learned
“Since the bones were found on their
perspectives and ideas on the things we
is that you can’t just make arguments. You
territory, they wanted to keep the bones to
discuss.”
have to really think about what your opinions
give them their proper burial,” explained
No matter the major, the members are
are, and be more thoughtful on your
Guzman. “The anthropologists didn’t want to
different individuals with original views, and
positions.”
keep them, they only wanted to borrow them
this fact never fails to spark exciting
For those who are interested in joining the
to be studied, then they’d return them back.
conversations as people seek to express
Philosophy Club, the first meeting will be
The group had to decide what the ethical
themselves and understand their world.
held Sept. 9 from noon-1 p.m. in SBSC Rm.
issue was and how this problem should be
“There is no discrimination of any kind on
111.
handled” she added.
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continued from page 2

to all UTPA students.
The ongoing concern of
inadequate parking was also
discussed at the forum. With a
growing student population,
parking problems increase every
semester. Because of the lack of
available land surrounding
UTPA, SGA is in the process of
looking into creating a tram
shuttle service to transport

students from remote parking
lots and eventually from
designated locations around the
Rio Grande Valley.
“Parking is always an issue,”
Garza said, “Other than the new
parking lots planned for the new
education building we are still
planning out the shuttle service.”
Another concerned voiced by
students was the unavailability of

required textbooks in the
University Bookstore. The issue
has been assigned to the SGA
University and Community
Affairs Committee for study.
“The books are not at the
bookstore and students get
frustrated,” Garza said. “They’re
given an assignment and they
don’t have the books to do it.
They fall behind in their

courses.”
“We talk to the bookstore and
they say it’s the professors’
problem. We talk to our
professors and they say it’s the
bookstore’s fault. We are going
to work on making the system
more efficient, because right now
it’s not.”
SGA is planning a productive
year and encourages UTPA

students to become involved in
student organizations to enhance
their college experience.
“We’re hoping to have a great
year,” Garza said. “Students, get
more involved and you’ll have
fun. For more information on
SGA or standing campus
committees visit the SGA office
in UC room 322 or call 3812517.
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Campus
VO I C E

How stressful is your daily
routine on a scale of 1 to 10
and explain why.
Juan Ochoa
English
Graduate Student
I’ll say 12 because you have to couple
work and school and somehow make a
family life so there aren’t enough hours
to pay attention to everything.

John Kayn
Undeclared
Sophomore
It’s about a 5 but it fluctuates though when
you are in college. It depends on how
much effort you put on the things you
want, and personally, I try to apply a lot
and keep focused on college.

Veronica Hernandez
Marketing
Senior
7. It depends on the day of the week
but most of my stress is because of
the many responsibilities I have at
school.
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By AIME SERNA
The Pan American
Sometimes it seems that
people can’t turn on the
television anymore without
a barrage of bad news.
However, there is a local
government access cable
channel providing
programming with positive
highlights about the
community. The Edinburg
Cable Network (ECN)
Channel 12 was created in
1999. Although it has been
operating for the past five
years, this year was the
first time station
employees attended the
Texas Association of
Telecommunications
Officers and Advisors
(TATOA) 2003 Conference
in Austin.
Channel 12 brought
back the most awards of
any such station in the
state of Texas. They
received 10 awards, five
for first place.
ECN is co-sponsored by
the city of Edinburg, the
Edinburg Economic
Development Corporation
and the University of
Texas-Pan American. Its
24/7 programming
includes airings of city
council meetings and
community events such as
a ribbon-cutting
announcing the opening of
a new business or facility.
ECN also covers UTPA
events to promote
university programs, and
has talk show interviews

“

Working for ECN really helped
build my relationship with
important people in the city, and
the experience really helped me
develop a professional image.
- Tricia Barrera,
UTPA broadcast journalism major

with university
administrators. For
example, performances of
the school’s mariachi band
have been aired, as have
major speeches by
longtime UTPA President
Miguel Nevarez. The
station also does profiles
on exceptional individuals
in the community.
In sum, at times the
station is like C-SPAN in
that it focuses on
government. At others it
acts much like the local
newspaper, bringing
community news to the
fore. And it does these
things with a visual
format.
Sandra Quintanilla,
director of ECN and
interim director of
University Relations at
UTPA, said that the goals
of the station are to
continue to be the resource
the City of Edinburg and
UTPA use to deliver
important information,
events and entertainment
to local citizens.
"It [ECN] is part of the

city’s and university’s
commitment to promote
open government,"
Quintanilla said.
It is not uncommon for
meetings of city
government to be
televised, giving Edinburg
residents a chance to see
their local politics in
action. Along these lines,
ECN’s stated purpose is to
educate the public and to
raise awareness in the
community. Quintanilla
said that many times
people are unable to attend
public city meetings, and
ECN gives local citizens
the chance to really see
what’s going on.
Nidia Lopez, reporter
for ECN, said that she
believes the station has
been a success because
unlike other outlets, it
caters only to the city of
Edinburg. She says it hits
so much closer to home.
"We bring out the best in
Edinburg," Lopez said.
ECN expands on

See CHANNEL 12 page 6

Norma Dryer
Contracts Coordinator
Staff
Probably a 7 because we have
deadlines to meet, contracts and
projects to complete for the
acquisitions of materials and
services important for the
University.
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Muszynski sets
volleyball record

About 6. At times it is pretty easy but
when it comes to tests and quizzes,
stress becomes increased. However, you
choose your own time to study.
Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

Richard Costello (left), Director of Environmental Health and Safety, instructs
student Paul Ververs on proper fire extinguishing techniques outside of the
Student Union Tuesday afternoon.

A-Rod hits 40th

UTPA senior outside hitter Jaclyn Muszynski set new school volleyball records
in career kills and digs Saturday after the Lady Broncs defeated Lehigh in the
Subway Cardinal Classic at Lamar University.
After Tuesday night’s home-opening victory over Prairie View A&M,
Muszynski has accumulated 1,242 kills along with 1,072 digs which shattered
the previous record of 1,183 kills set by Tanja Thomas (1991) and 1,024 digs set
by Marie Velasquez (1996).

Texas Rangers shortstop Alex Rodríguez of Puerto Rico extended his consecutive games streak to 524 Sunday and became the second player in Major League
history with six straight 40-home run seasons when he homered in the first
inning of the Rangers' 11-10 win over the Twins. A-Rod also reached 100 RBIs
for the seventh time in his career.
The Major League record for consecutive 40 or more home run seasons is held
by the legendary Babe Ruth with seven from 1926-32.

Reds win Mexican baseball final series

Price joins
athletic department
Dawn Price joined the UTPA athletic department Monday as the new assistant
athletic director for development. Price was formerly the development officer for
the Presidents' Circle and director of the annual fund programs at Drake
University in Des Moines, Iowa.

The Mexico City Reds were crowned two-time champions of the Mexican
Baseball League for the third time in their history Aug. 29 when they defeated
the Tigers of Puebla, 7-6, in Game 5 of the Final Series played at Foro Sol
Stadium.
The Reds' title was their 14th in club history. Mexico City also won back-toback championships in 1973-74 and 1987-88.

Texans cut
Rodriguez and set roster

Gagne sets
saves record
Dodger second-year reliever Eric Gagne set a Major League record Tuesday
with his 55th consecutive save when Los Angeles defeated Houston 4-1. In addition, Fred McGriff cranked two homers to up his career total to 491.
Gagne leads the majors in saves this season with 47. He set a Dodger franchise
record last year with 52 saves in 56 opportunities.

Prospects for the Special White-Winged Dove Area
season which runs Sept. 6-7 and Sept. 13-14 are good.
Fields in Willacy, Cameron, Hidalgo, Jim Hogg and Starr
County, respectively, are holding birds.
The limit is 10 white-winged, mourning and white-tipped
(white- fronted) doves in the aggregate, to include not
more than five mourning doves and two whitetips. South
Zone milo and corn fields near George West, Fashing,
Peggy and Three Rivers are holding good concentrations
of mourning dove.
The South Zone season runs Sept. 20-Nov. 5 and Dec.
20, 2003-Jan. 11, 2004. Prospects are good according to
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Weekly Migratory Bird
Hunting Report.

Away
N.Y. Jets
Houston
Arizona
Denver
Indianapolis
Minnesota
San Diego
Baltimore
Jacksonville
New England
St. Louis
Atlanta
New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland
Tampa Bay

Home
Washington
Miami
Detroit
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Green Bay
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
Carolina
Buffalo
N.Y. Giants
Dallas
Seattle
San Francisco
Tennessee
Philadelphia

Date
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

Linebacker Antonio Rodríguez was cut by the Houston Texans on Sunday.
Fellow Mexicans Marco Martos (WR) of the Carolina Panthers and Carlos
Rosado (WR) of the New York Jets were also cut this weekend.
Houston set its roster at 53 players Tuesday after signing free agent linebackers
Steve Foley and Armegis Spearman.

VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

MEXICAN SOCCER LEAGUE

HUNTING SEASON

NFL WEEK ONE SCHEDULE

Philip Rama
Computer Science
Sophomore
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SPORTS CLIPBOARD

Leadership organization
practices civic involvement

“
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Time
8 p.m.
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

Team
Irapuato
Tigres
Toluca
U.A.G.
Veracruz
Santos
Atlante
Cruz Azul
U.N.A.M.
Necaxa
Pachuca
Morelia
Club San Luis
Puebla
Guadalajara
Chiapas
Monterrey
América
Atlas
Querétaro

W-D-L
3-2-0
3-1-1
3-1-1
3-1-1
2-3-0
2-2-1
2-2-1
2-2-1
2-2-1
1-4-0
1-4-0
2-1-2
1-3-1
1-2-2
1-1-3
1-1-3
0-3-2
0-2-3
0-2-3
0-1-4

GF:GA
10:5
11:4
9:6
6:5
10:7
8:4
10:8
6:4
6:7
6:4
5:3
6:7
6:4
6:10
4:7
3:7
6:8
8:11
4:9
4:14

PTS
11
10
10
10
9
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
1

Week 5 results: U.A.G. 1, Atlas 0; Puebla 4, Chiapas
1; U.N.A.M. 1, Atlante 1; Necaxa 1, Pachuca 1;
Monterrey 2, América 2; Guadalajara 0, Morelia 1;
Veracruz 3, San Luis 1; Cruz Azul 0, Santos 2; Toluca
2, Querétaro 0; Irapuato 2, Tigres 0.
Week 6 Schedule Sept. 6-7: Chiapas vs. U.N.A.M.;
Morelia vs. Necaxa; Tigres vs. Toluca; San Luis vs.
U.A.G.; Atlas vs. Monterrey; América vs. Irapuato;
Pachuca vs. Puebla; Atlante vs. Cruz Azul; Querétaro
vs. Guadalajara; Santos vs. Veracruz.

Date
Aug. 29
Aug. 30
Aug. 30
Sept. 2
Sept. 5
Sept. 6
Sept. 6
Sept. 9
Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept. 13
Sept. 19-20
Sept. 23
Sept. 27
Sept. 30
Oct. 2
Oct. 4
Oct. 7
Oct. 10
Oct. 12
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 25
Oct. 31
Nov. 1
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
10
10
14
14
15
15

Opponent
Lamar
North Texas
Lehigh
P. View A&M
Tulsa
SFA
Lou.-Laf.
SWT
TCU
Ark. State
Ark.-Pine Bluff
PV A&M Tourney
Incarnate Word
Texas A&M-Int.
TAMUK
NMSU
TAMUCC
Texas A&M-Int.
Alumni
IPFW
UTSA
Texas Southern
TAMUCC
UTEP
Liga Municipal Sel.
Reynosa
TAMUK
Prairie View A&M
Texas Southern
Northern Colorado
Utah Valley State
TAMUCC
IPFW

Site
A
A
A
H
A
A
A
H
A
A
A
A
H
A
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
A
H
H

Time
7 p.m.
noon
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
12 noon
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
5 p.m.
TBA
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
11 a.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

H
A
A
A
A
A
A

7 p.m.
noon
4 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
2 p.m.
6 p.m.
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Kristin Huber: female sports reporter
Woman have garnered larger roles in the sports media industry, gaining more respect from peers
relay, triple-jump and longjump.
“I played a lot of sports that
There is a riddle about a young destroyed my knees,” Huber said
of her high-school athletic
boy and his father driving home
career.
from a vacation. On the way to
When she was a sophomore in
their house they get into a terrihigh school she tried out for her
ble accident. The two are flown
high school publication. She had
to a hospital where the father is
shown in her english classes that
pronounced dead. The son is
she had the ability to write, and
badly hurt and is sent to the ER
by mid-semester she was a
to be operated on. The doctor
sports editor.
who is supposed to perform the
Now, in her mid-20s, the unassurgery comes into the operating
room and announces that another suming Minnesotan - whose long
blonde hair is completely
doctor must perform the operauncharacteristic for a sports
tion - the critically injured child
journalist - has landed a job with
is the doctor’s son.
The Monitor covering the Killer
I was waiting at a Jason’s Deli
to interview a sports reporter. We Bees. And she describes the
position as her dream job.
had never met but I was confi“I’ve always wanted to cover a
dent that I could point the
professional hockey team,”
reporter out. Most sports
Huber said. “And at this level
reporters dress the same. Shorts,
it’s the best. Everyone apprecisneakers, a jersey of some sort.
I sat on a bench at the entrance ates you being there. Of course
I’m a journalist, and they’ll hate
perusing the menu, occasionally
me sometimes for what I write,
looking over my shoulder to see
if the reporter had come in. After but for the most part they appreciate you for covering them.”
about 10 minutes of waiting the
Huber hasn’t always been
reporter arrived. I was right.
appreciated for her abilities as a
Shorts, sneakers, and a football
reporter. Like many women
jersey. Later, during our interreporters, Huber has faced obstaview, I learned that the jersey
had belonged to an ex-boyfriend. cles caused by old-fashioned
ideals that have yet to catch up
Was the doctor a reincarnation
to the times.
of the boy’s father? Was the
While
reporter a gay
working on
man who was
an internseriously
ship in
interested in
North
sports?
Carolina
No. The ridHuber
dle is designed
became the
to show chaudesignated
vinists how
filer and
shallow they
press
are, and obvirelease
ously the docorganizer
tor is the boys
for an edimother. And
- Kristin Huber, The Monitor sports
tor that
the reporter
reporter
didn’t see
was one of a
a role for
growing facwomen in
tion of journalists - a woman sports reporter. sports reporting.
“There were three staffers
Kristin Huber was always
including myself,” Huber said.
interested in sports. In high
“The other two were guys, and
school she played volleyball,
they were the only reporters who
basketball, and competed on the
actually got to work on stories.”
track team in the 400-meter

By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American

ROADRUNNERS
the playoffs three years in a row, and
won the 2001 championship in their
inaugural CBL season.
"We’ve had a lot of success,"
Tredaway said. "We’re always putting ourselves in a position to win
them (championships) and I think
that says a lot about our organization."
Unlike the other Valley team, the
Harlingen-based Río Grande Valley
WhiteWings, Edinburg has not lost
popularity with its fans. In 48 home
dates, the Roadrunners averaged

“

“

This isn’t a
40-hour-aweek job.
This is a
lifestyle.

Kristin Huber covers the Rio Grande
Valley Killer Bees for The Monitor.
She is featured here in a piece on female
sports writers.
A native of Minnesota, Huber was
brought to the Valley to cover the southern most CHL hockey team in the U.S.
She also covers football, and her work
can be seen almost daily in The Monitor.

Kristin Huber
But for the most part Huber
describes any different treatment
that she might receive as innocent.
“A lot of times coaches call
me sweetheart,” Huber said and
began to laugh. “It’s a term of
endearment, and it doesn’t bother me.”
Huber finds that many of the
coaches she speaks with and the
editors she works for have a tendency to shelter her.
“They really try to protect
me,” Huber said. “Sometimes I’ll
ask a coach a question about a
big play in a game, and they’ll
explain to me what a sack is. I
know what a SACK is, I just
wanted to know why they think
the play didn’t work.”
The last major hurdle that
women sports reporters had to
overcome was in the late ‘70s.
The issue was whether women
sports reporters should be
allowed into locker rooms for
post-game interviews.
The battle was championed by
Melissa Ludtke who was covering the 1977 World Series for
Sports Illustrated. Ludtke had

continued from page 15

close to 3,000 spectators per game,
while only a little over 1,200 fans a
game passed through the turnstiles at
4,000-seat Harlingen Stadium.
"It just shows that we’re doing
things right," Tredaway commented.
"We’re doing things right off the
field as far as the front office and on
the other side, I think we’re doing a
lot of good things on the field to
keep our fans coming back. You want
to win and put a good product on the
field. We’ve been fortunate in that
way the last three years."

problems gaining access into
locker rooms, and eventually
Time Inc., publisher of Sports
Illustrated, filed a law suit
against MLB commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
The following year Federal
Judge Constance Baker Motley
issued an order to allow women
reporters in locker rooms.
Today female sports reporters
have an easier time within their
industries.
Organizations like the
Association for Women in Sports
Media, exist as watch-dogs for
equal treatment of women sports
reporters.
Huber does, however, contend
that there is still an issue of
female stereotyping in the media
industry.
“People react to what I do,”
Huber said. “If I paint my fingernails, if I wear a dress to a game,
I will get a reaction. If I cut my
hair too short I will get a reaction. I can’t wear shorts to short.
I can’t wear spaghetti straps.
Those are clothes that I have in
my wardrobe, but those can’t be
my work clothes.”

VOLLEYBALL
kills and 1,000 digs in her
career.
Thorn was excited about
the win, but thinks his young
group still has a lot to learn
about putting a team away.
"We played with more
confidence in the last game.
We passed well and played
real good defense. We’re
starting to come together and
learn from our mistakes,"
Thorn said. "I’m really glad
that we won. We put our-

continued from page 16

selves in a tough situation
after we won the first two
games, but we were able to
get out of it. We need to
learn that when we have a
team down 2-0, we need to
put them away."
The Lady Broncs will participate in the Stephen F.
Austin Tournament in
Nacogdoches this weekend.
UTPA will open up the tournament against Tulsa on
Friday at 4 p.m.

For Huber, conveying a good
professional image is important,
because to Huber her job is her
life.
“This isn’t a 40-hour-a-week
job. This is a lifestyle,” Huber
said.
For Huber, as well as many
other female sports reporters,
performing well at the professional level is all they want to be
noticed for.
“I really respect all the guys
that I work with,” Huber said.
“And I’m just glad that I’m good
enough to work with them.”
For other women sports fans
Huber is a testament to achievement in what was formerly considered an all-male industry.
“I got stopped by a fan at a
Roadrunners game and she
thought that it was great that I
was a sports writer,” Huber said.
“She kept saying ‘You go girl’.”
Huber thinks its great that she
is appreciated, but she feels the
attention is unnecessary.
“I’m just doing what I love,”
Huber said. “And I know the
best way to do my job is to not
be noticed.”

Interested in
writing sports for
The Pan
American?
Contact sports
editor Ed Chrnko
at 381-2546 or
email at echrnko@
yahoo.com.
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Business school receives celebrity status
By VANESSA L. LUCIO
The Pan American
The University of Texas PanAmerican has come a long way
since it was a two-year
community college founded in
1927.
Its original graduating class
had five students and within three
years 35 students a year were
graduating. By 1970 the
institution gained approval to
operate graduate programs and
began offering master’s degrees
in the arts, education, and
science.
Ten years ago the College of
Business Administration was not
around as a college. Today
however, the College can take a
bow to a national audience after

the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business
awarded accreditation. It is now
one of the three Hispanics
serving higher institutions with
an accredited doctoral program.
What exactly does this official
seal of approval mean for the
future of UTPA, its students and
the Valley? Dr. Evelyn Hume,
assistant dean of Business
Administration, explained its
importance.
“The seal adds to the
credibility of the university and
raises the esteem of the
institution in the minds of the
employers in and outside of the
Valley,” Hume said. “For our
Ph.D. students coming out of the
doctoral program they will have
no problem finding a job.”

Ever-present parking
problems basis for
series of solutions
By LUIS SAAVEDRA
The Pan American
UTPA parking manager Eddie Morin is working hard so
the University of Texas-Pan American is able to fit student
need for parking space.
Given the increasing student population on campus each
year since 1995, Morin saw the need for more parking
spaces here. Since then, he has worked hard to see the
number of currently available spaces increase. For this
purpose, university officials have planned the addition of
3,300 more as part of the school’s Master Plan, a process of
campus redesign to be completed by 2020.
The addition of those parking spaces, however, will
hardly have an effect on the current shortage problem. As
Morin explains, just in 1995 the school’s student
enrollment increased from approximately 9,500 to 12,300,
and it keeps growing each year. Student population reached
14,300 in 2003 and might be as high as 15,000 when the
latest figures are released later this month.
Several solutions to the problem have been proposed and
implemented. One of them was Morin’s 1998 carpool
program. As the name explains, the program attempted to
get students with similar schedules to commute in a single
car, thus reducing the need for extra parking space. The
program failed mainly because, as Morin explains, he
“didn’t have any idea of what [he] was getting into.”
“For a carpool program to succeed, the parking and
traffic management require a computerized matching
system to pair up students with similar schedules,” he
explains. “I didn’t know that back then and even if I had,
budget limits wouldn’t have allowed us to buy the $10,000
computer.”
Still, Morin hopes to get a second opportunity in
implementing a new carpool program in order to reduce the
demand for additional parking space predicted even once
the University’s Master Plan is completed. UTPA director
of facilities Marvin Boland agrees with Morin’s prediction.
“Right now we are slightly over the predicted
enrollment,” admits Boland. “However this is nothing we
cannot handle. We have enough parking spaces.”
The problem, as Boland sees it, is making them
accessible enough to students. He explains the
responsibility lies with the state and county
administrations.
“We need roads and streets, like McColl, to be large
enough to accommodate more traffic so students can get to

See PARKING page 11

“

Everyone can benefit from an accreditation like
that of UTPA’s College of Business Administration
here in the United States. But we must also
incorporate other countries like Latin America
when truly thinking of the future. We cannot
expand as a global community alone.
- Carmen Martinez,
UTPA College of Business Administration student

In preparing to maintain this
pattern of excellence and
credibility the College of
Business Administration hired a
number of faculty members who
already have either a highly
established research record or are
newly trained from other

“
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reputable institutions, according
to Hume.
“For the Valley the future looks
brighter than ever from its
agricultural beginnings to this
new wave of advanced
technology, our Ph.D. program
has arrived just in time for our

students to use their knowledge
to shine a light on the Valley in a
positive way,” Hume said.
There are many reasons why
the average student is satisfied
with receiving a bachelors
degree, including being tapped
out of financial resources or
having an immediate need for
freedom from school. But there
are only a few students like
Kevin Cruthirds, a second year
Ph.D. student, and Carmen
Martinez, who is in the fourth
year of her dissertation.
Both are in the doctoral
program in the College of
Business Administration and both
applied to gain a better
understanding of what it means

See BUSINESS page 6

Citizens seek to improve on
All-American city they love
By VANESSA L. LUCIO
The Pan American
When deciding on a place to live it
is important to know the benefits and
drawbacks of any given city. To
many, Edinburg is a perfect example
of a diamond in the rough. Its true
sparkling beauty is in the familiarity
of the family-owned and familyoperated Mexican restaurant down
the street, in a town that doesn’t get
too many visitors a year.
Edinburg has a leadership team
that works to augment the city’s AllAmerican City status through the
help of community leaders like
Adrian Tamez, president of the
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce.
Tamez organizes the Annual
Leadership Edinburg Program and
along with various helpful committee
members plans the docket for the
nine-month commitment for the
applicants interested in making a
change. The group meets each month
for two hours or more.
According to Tamez, “There is an
application and reviewing
process…mainly what the Steering
Committee looks for is anyone who
has a profound dedication, willing to
put forth the effort it requires to see
a change. Volunteer experience is
certainly a plus, but not a
requirement. One requirement is that
anyone interested in volunteering
next year must reside or work in
Edinburg.”
The Steering Committee is
compiled of past Leadership
members who have graduated from
previous classes and still wish to
serve and guide new community
leaders. In this way, the new
members get to follow in their
footsteps, learning how to tackle
community concerns and aid in the
overall civic maintenance of
Edinburg, which now has over
48,000 people according to the 2000

U.S. Census.
Some issues that remain in limbo
for this year’s project ideas are five
of the most important concepts the
community would like to see
addressed.
MORE RESTAURANT
FACILITIES
“There is such a great amount of
Mexican restaurants here in
Edinburg that it would benefit
everyone living within the
community if there was the taste of
Italian, or French…we would be able
to have the best of both worlds all in
one place,” stated Letty Martinez,
Steering Committee member who
graduated from the leadership class
and has been working for the
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce for
14 years.
Just think how great it would be to
have a homemade plate of enchiladas
swizas one day and then turn around
and have a filling entrée of Manicotti
pasta from the Macaroni Grill, a
restaurant chain in bigger cities like
Austin, San Antonio, Houston, not to
mention McAllen. Luby’s Cafeteria
is a prime example of how welcome
such a franchise restaurant would be
in Edinburg.
People going to these restaurants
will only increase the amount of
money that will be put back into the
city and eventually make Edinburg a
more viable place to live. Recently,
the McAllen-Edinburg-Mission area
was rated the third most economical
urban area in the United States.
BORDER PATROL FACILITY
INFRASTRUCTURE
A portion of the Border Patrol will
be moving into the city to expand its
already existing presence throughout
the Valley. “The construction is
already under way for that project. It

brings a certain amount of security
and stability to the people of
Edinburg,” stated Tamez. The
addition will bring a lot of people to
the city. The city is already a county
seat, and having an important
organization like the Border Patrol
should help establish a sense of
credibility for Edinburg.
COMMUNITY PARKS
Nora Moroles, newly accepted
applicant for the 2003-2004
Leadership Edinburg group, stated,
“Parks are always a good idea. or the
kids, it’s especially important.”
Adding another park will provide a
recreational outlet for not only the
children of Edinburg but for their
parents as well.
“People need to get out of the
house and enjoy the trees. A park
would definitely provide a safe
haven to get lost in, away from the
computer age indoors,” said
Moroles.
She hopes to mention the idea of
creating another community park at
the first Leadership Edinburg
Program meeting in mid-September.
Several of the city’s existing parks
are aging and rundown. Memorial
Park, on Sprague near Supersplash,
is a fine example of what can be
done to construct accessible parks
with many attractions.
CONVENTION CENTER
“We need a convention center so
the people of Edinburg can have the
availability and access of conducting
conferences or trade shows like in
McAllen,” stated Rick Mata, a new
applicant accepted into the
Leadership Edinburg Program for the
2003-2004 year. Building a
convention center will also increase

See EDINBURG page 6
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Important openings are soon
to be filled. The University of
Texas Pan American Student
Government Association held a
forum Wednesday to discuss
student concerns, suggestions,
and vacancies on standing
campus committees.
Applications for the
committees were accepted
during the forum. Currently
there is at least one vacancy
available to students on nearly
20 committees. Among them is
the Student Affairs Committee,
which recommends the
allocation of funds from the
student service fees. Currently
four students serve on this
committee and there is one
seat vacant.
“This is the big-time
committee,” said SGA VicePresident Oscar Garza. “They
deal with millions of dollars
and decide where the money
should go. They make the
budgets for all the student

organizations and departments.
If you want something they’re
the ones you go to.”
Another vacancy that SGA is
attempting to fill is on the
Presidential Search
Committee, after Dr. Miguel
Nevarez announced his
retirement last month,
effective next fall .
“This one is a big one,”
Garza explained. “It’s a
lengthy process and it’s
important because the student
will have input on who our
new president will be.”
Garza will serve on the
Academic Computer Council,
which deliberates and advises
on all aspects of academic
computing. He feels that
serving on campus standing
committees offers a positive
experience and voices student
opinions to administrators .
“It’s a great learning
experience,” Garza said. “You
get to see how our
administration functions. It’s
good for students to get
involved in the process so

“

If you feel strongly about a certain issue,
apply to the committee that has the authority
to do something about it with your vote. We
definitely need everyone’s input. Different
people bring in different ideas. We can better
serve students with a wider variety of people
serving on the committees.
- Cristy Ramirez,
SGA senator from Business Administration

students can have input on
important decisions affecting
them.”
Cristy Ramirez, SGA senator
from Business Administration,
feels that it is vital for students
to voice their opinions and
concerns to administrators, to
help make a difference at
UTPA.
“If you feel strongly about a
certain issue, apply to the
committee that has the
authority to do something
about it with your vote,”

Ramirez suggested. “We
definitely need everyone’s
input. Different people bring
in different ideas. We can
better serve students with a
wider variety of people serving
on the committees.”
The SGA will appoint
applicants to the committees
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. All
applications must be in by this
time, and student vacancies on
campus committees are open

See SGA page 5

New annex to expand students’ possibilities
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
RIO GRANDE CITY - While
individuals around the nation
were taking time off for some
leisure or to protest this past
Labor Day, some students
recognized that they would now
be able to attend more university
courses in their own backyard.
Sept. 2 marked the first day
that the Starr Upper Level
Center became a part of the
University of Texas-Pan
American, after its opening Aug.
20. The opening of a new
building adds to the growing
UTPA presence in the Upper
Valley’s western reaches.
Besides staging some courses
at South Texas Community
College, UTPA has been
offering courses off the
Edinburg campus for almost 30
years. Rio Grande City has had
at least 200 courses offered by
UTPA since 1976. Now there is
another resource for students
from the outlying areas.
The Upper Level Center is
located in the 755 Country
Estates subdivision north of Rio
Grande City. There are currently
two portable buildings that
include a faculty office and
three classrooms, with one
containing new computers.
With UTPA’s enrollment
increasing by each semester,
attracting students from Starr
County is one goal that is on top
of the list of the universities
priorities. There are close to
15,000 students this semester.

“

Everyone can benefit from an accreditation like
that of UTPA’s College of Business
Administration here in the United States. But
we must also incorporate other countries like
Latin America when truly thinking of the future.
- Carmen Martinez,
UTPA College of Business Administration student

At the inaugural UTPA
President Miguel Nevarez
predicted that in the next five
years, the estimated economic
impact of the new facility could
increase from the current $4
million impact to as much as
$25 million.
Initial courses that are being
offered include upper level
division courses in
interdisciplinary studies, both
elementary and bilingual
education, and several history
courses.
Assistant Vice President for
Undergraduate Studies Anna
Maria Rodriguez, explained how
the Texas legislature gave UTPA
permission to offer upperdivision courses in Starr County.
With the new center having
students taking 2-3 courses
each, nearly 300 students are
enrolled in the Upper Level
Center.
About four years ago, UTPA
conducted an interest need
assessment survey and
discovered that the College of
Education needed a program
that would strengthen the

students’ teacher preparation. So
the college began offering upper
level courses in the fall of 2000.
The idea of having “blocks” of
four classes enforced the process
of accomplishing a stronger
system of learning.
“Our basic goal is to stretch
our facilities to reach students
from Starr County to Zapata and
Hebbronville,” Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez said that this year
the university will conduct
another needs assessment
survey, and the Upper Level
Center will probably be
providing courses in areas such
as criminal justice, business
administration, nursing and
social work.
Dean Rodolfo Rocha is one of
the UTPA faculty members who
travels west to Rio Grande City
in hopes of giving more students
the opportunity to attend college
courses.
“The students over there
[Upper Level Center] are just
beautiful,” Rocha said. “They
are so eager to participate and
see this as a great opportunity.
Some students have a difficult

time making the hour commute
to the University (in Edinburg)
so they are really appreciating
the new location.”
Rocha is currently teaching a
Mexican-American history
course on Thursday nights, as
well as a class on Monday. He
notes that he appreciates and
values the drive over to Rio
Grande City because he has time
to think without the business of
an office or being bothered by
telephones.
“Even though I’m a dean I
still enjoy teaching,” he said.
“To teach is in my nature, and I
don’t think I’d be willing to give
that up even though I’m busy
with administration.”
Alma Perez is one of the
individuals who has been
working in Rio Grande City
with the Center. As a resident of
Rio Grande City she feels the
opportunity offered to the
community is not only
important, but life-changing.
“I have been working with the
university for the past three
years to create a elementary
bilingual program in Starr
County,” Perez said. “It’s
wonderful to see the students
being able to follow through
with the programs.
Rio Grande City developer
Dario Garza leased the five
acres that the site was built on.
He has previously announced
his plans to donate $10,000 to
the university for the
establishment of an endowed

See RGC page 6
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The Amarillo Dillas eliminated the Edinburg Roadrunners from the CBL playoffs last week. The Dillas face the Jackson Senators in the championship series.

Roadrunners eliminated from playoffs
Series goes full five games, but Edinburg comes out on short end as Dillas take fifth game 9-6
By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American

"No matter what you do in the
regular season, come playoff time
it’s a totally different season,"
Tredaway said. "Bottom line was
The West Division regular seaplayoffs is a new season and we
son champion Edinburg
didn’t get it done."
Roadrunners had their season
The Roadrunners came back to
come to a screeching halt Aug.
tie up the series by trouncing the
30 when Amarillo dropped the
Dillas 10-2 on Aug. 26. However,
Runners 9-6 and eliminated them
Game 1 left a sour taste in the
from the playoffs in five games.
mouths of Edinburg fans and
"We got outplayed. They did a
only 1,511 turned out to see the
better job than we did," manager
Game 2 rout.
Chad Tredaway said. "It was a
The series moved to Amarillo
great accomplishment getting
on Aug. 28
there, but
where the
we were
Runners froze
disappointup in chilly
ed we didNorth Texas
n’t get to
and the Dillas
the finals."
took Game 3,
A week
7-0.
earlier,
The followEdinburg
ing night,
had swept
Edinburg
the same
warmed up to
Amarillo
the chilly
club in the
Amarillo
regular
- Reggie Tredaway, Roadrunners
weather and
season
Manager
dramatically
three-game
defeated the
series
Dillas, 9-8, to
finale and won the season series
tie the series at two games
between the two teams, 5-1.
apiece.
However, the playoffs proved
Unfortunately for the
to be a totally different proposiRoadrunners, the system that the
tion. Amarillo opened up the
Central Baseball League uses to
postseason series with a surprisdetermine home-field advantage
ing 3-1 win at Edinburg Baseball
seems to be flawed since Game 5
Stadium Aug. 25 before a crowd
was played in Amarillo instead of
of 2,246.
Edinburg as a 2-2-1 five-game

“

It’s part of the
business. It
does hurt your
team, there’s
no doubt about
it.

“
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The Pan American
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playoff series logically would
suggest. Instead, according to the
CBL, home-field advantage is the
first two games at home and,
because of traveling expenses,
play out the remainder of the
possible three games at the disadvantaged club’s field.
"I have a problem with this
home field and playoff scenario. I
think that if we won both halves
and we had to
play three games
in Amarillo, I
don’t think that’s
fair," Tredaway
criticized. "I feel
like if we won
both halves, we
should be able to
play Game 5 at
our place. We
deserved the
home-field advantage and we didn’t
get it because the
playoff format is
set up the way it
is."
Tredaway
acknowledged that
they may have
been hurt by some
mid-season trades
and injuries as
well as the loss of
key players to
Major League
affiliates, but he
took into account
the fact that the

Roadrunners weren’t the only
baseball club to be adversely
affected by those factors.
"It’s part of the business. It
does hurt your team, there’s no
doubt about it," Tredaway admitted. "Sometimes, you’re kind of
in that in-between thing where
you wish they weren’t going, but
‘you know what?’ that’s what it’s
all about anyway. So, you have to

overcome it and other teams have
to do the same thing."
Despite Edinburg’s playoff
elimination for the second year in
a row, the Roadrunners have
accomplished a lot. During a
three-year span, the Runners have
won five of six halves (two
halves per season), qualified for

See ROADRUNNERS page 14

vs.
CBL Playoffs: West Division
first round series
Season series: Edinburg won 5-1
Game 1: Amarillo 3, Edinburg 1
Game 2: Edinburg 10, Amarillo 2
Game 3: Amarillo 7, Edinburg 0
Game 4: Edinburg 9, Amarillo 8
Game 5: Amarillo 9, Edinburg 8, Dillas win series 3-2
Championship: Amarillo vs. Jackson
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Lady Broncs down Prairie View, hit .500
Senior outside hitter Jaclyn Muszynski leads Lady Broncs to victory in home opener, team improves to 2-2
on the season - Lady Panthers suffer first loss of the season, drop to 4-1
By MATT HALL
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American volleyball team
handed Prairie View A&M their
first loss of the season after
sweeping the Lady Panthers in
three straight games in the
home opener Tuesday night to
even their season record to 2-2
before a crowd of 248 at the
Fieldhouse.
With the loss, Prairie View
dropped to 4-1 on the season.
Senior outside hitter Jaclyn
Muszynski, who set a new
UTPA career record for kills
and digs last weekend at the
Subway Cardinal Invitational
in Beaumont, led the Lady
Broncs with 15 kills and 15
digs while hitting .294 on the
night. With Muszynski’s
Tuesday totals, she has
amassed 1,242 kills and 1,072
digs in her career at Pan Am.
Killer instinct is what head
coach Dave Thorn wanted to
see from his troops as they
took the floor against Prairie
View and that’s exactly what
he got.
Pan Am opened up the match
with a 30-24 win despite being
outhit by the Lady Panthers
.057-.051.
The first game victory was
capped on a serve by

Muszynski.
Game two proved not to be
as difficult as UTPA defeated
Prairie View, 30-17, on a kill
by Chrissie Carrigan.
In the third and final game, it
appeared that the Lady
Panthers gave up on the court
and the orange-and-green
rolled to a 30-15 victory to
complete the sweep over
Prairie View.
Senior captain Muszynski
knows that it is difficult to win
when you are playing without
any heart and soul on the court.
"When you lose your confidence out there, it’s tough to
win," Muszynski said of Prairie
View. "I know what that is like.
We’ve been there before."
The Lady Broncs opened up
the season Aug. 29 against
Southland Conference runnerup Lamar University in the first
round of the Subway Cardinal
Invitational Classic at the
Montagne Center.
Pan Am put up a good fight
in the season-opener by splitting the first two games, but
eventually fell to Lamar in
four, 30-19, 28-30, 30-26 and
30-16.
Lady Broncs head coach
Thorn was pleased with how
his team started out, but
believes they need work on
holding off opponents.

"We started out the first
game like gangbusters and they
came back and beat us, and
then we won the second game
and were right with them in the
third game until they pulled
away at the end," Thorn said.
The Lady Broncs resumed
play Aug. 30 against North
Texas, but were unable to
obtain their first victory of the
season. North Texas defeated
UTPA in four games, 30-27,
30-26, 25-30 and 30-20.
The third time proved to be
the charm for the orange-andgreen as they managed to notch
their first victory of the season
against Lehigh in five games,
30-21, 30-22, 29-31, 28-30 and
15-10.
Muszynski led the Lady
Bronc charge with 26 kills and
16 digs which helped her surpass Tanja Thomas as the alltime kills leader with 1,213.
Thomas had 1,183 kills and
graduated in 1991. The
California-native also eclipsed
Marie Velasquez’ all-time
career digs record after totaling
1,025.
Velasquez had 1,024 digs and
graduated in 1996.
In addition, Muszynski
became the first Lady Bronc in
Pan Am history to notch 1,000
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A DEAN’S DUTY
Rocha plans ahead to better serve students
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American

ROCHA FACTS
• 25 years as a UTPA
faculty member
• Served as Department
Chair and Curator of the
Rio Grande Valley
Historical Collection
• Doctoral Studies in
History at Texas Tech
University under the
direction of David M.
Vigness, one of the
Founders of TCH
• Served as member of the
Editorial Board for
Publications of the
“Proceedings of MexicanAmericans in Texas
History” Conference
• Co-authored three books,
most recently, “MexicanAmericans in Texas
History: Selected Essays”

See VOLLEYBALL page 13

Dr. Rodolfo Rocha is a busy
man. As dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, he is a
crucial asset to a team of faculty
members serving the evergrowing college. He has recently
been elected to the Texas Council
for the Humanities (TCH), is
teaching courses at the Upper
Level Center in Rio Grande City,
and spent several weeks at
Harvard University this summer.
The (TCH) is a nonprofit, taxexempt, educational organization
that established in 1972. It is
governed by a volunteer board of
20, with five board members
appointed by the governor and
the remainder elected by the
board through a statewide open
nominations process as vacancies
occur.
Rocha was elected by the
council and will serve on two
committees, Grants Review and
Humanities. At the moment he is

“

I don’t believe in the saying ‘if it’s not
broken, don’t fix it.’ I think that if
something isn’t broken, then what’s
stopping you from making it shine
brighter?
- Dr. Rodolfo Rocha,
Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities

focused on gaining grants that
will aid in projects representing
the population of South Texas
and benefit a community that to
him has been at times overlooked
by different government
organizations.
“I review grants that promote
humanities, and I also serve as a
representative of South Texas,”
Rocha said. “I plan on promoting
the renewal and increase of
grants proposals that will be
beneficial to South Texas.
Hispanics represent more than

“
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a third of Texas’ 22 million
residents, and Rocha wants the
council to be able to recognize
the issues that affect them and
other minorities. Currently there
are three Mexican-American
representatives in TCH, and one
African-American member. As
minority representation
increases, it is a possibility that
UTPA and the Rio Grande Valley
will gain more services from the
state if the grants are brought up
to the council, Rocha believes.
With the increased interest in

the studies of humanities around
Texas, Rocha is also coping with
the growth of the College of Arts
and Humanities. The college has
a higher enrollment (by semester
hours) than business
administration, education and
health and sciences combined.
The growth has demanded
more out of the dean and the
faculty, but Rocha considers it
necessary for college
improvements to continue.
“I don’t believe in the saying
‘if it’s not broken don’t fix it.’ I
think that If something isn’t
broken then what’s stopping you
from making it shine brighter?”
Rocha said.
Dealing with the demands on
the faculty is starting to require
that Rocha seek assistance from
outside of the university. This led
him to attend a series of seminars
to help him manage the tasks he
faced.
This was the first year that

See ROCHA page 6

ANXIETY DIARIES:
Adults, children suffer from anxiety every day

Photos by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

Lady Bronc volleyball players work on drills during practice last week.

Anxiety and panic disorders are
apparent in an estimated 6.5 percent
of the American population, but the
reality of these illnesses is harsh for
these people.
Anthony Hampton, formerly a
counselor at the Counseling and
Advisement Center of the
University of Texas-Pan American,
explained, “According to the
Diagnostic Statistical Manual put
together by medical professionals
[anxiety] is considered a disorder.”
An estimated 19 million adults
live with chronic anxiety disorders.
The most common types of anxiety
are panic, obsessive-compulsive,
post-traumatic stress, and
generalized anxiety disorders.
Social and specific phobias fall
under the anxiety disorder

“

We all experience stress and the emotion
of anxiousness. Anxiety becomes
problematic when it interferes with a
person’s daily lives.

- Anthony Hampton,
formerly a counselor at the UTPA Counseling and Advisement Center

classification as well.
These disorders, as a group,
comprise the most common mental
illness in America. Each disorder
has persistent symptoms ranging
from intense fear, to unwanted
compulsive behaviors that seem
impossible to control or stop.
Rosie Perez, head counselor at
Mary Hoge Middle School in

“

By OMAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

Weslaco said, “The socioeconomic
status of an area affects what type
of anxiety disorder will be
prominent in that area.”
All forms of anxiety can be
treated through doctor visits, family
therapy, or the individuals’ own
will to heal.
Perez treats students with anxiety
by conducting a needs assessment

composed of fill in the blank
questions such as, “I feel angry
when ...” After 15 to 20 minutes of
questioning she converses with the
child, and focuses on the questions
she feels are of concern.
Students from elementary to
university level alike struggle with
anxiety disorders every day.
“We all experience stress and the
emotion of anxiousness,” said
Hampton. “Anxiety becomes
problematic when it interferes with
a person’s daily lives.”
THE ATTACKER STRIKES
Arlett Lomeli, a senior at UTPA,
suffers from anxiety caused by a
digestive imbalance.
“It started in 12th grade in 1999.
I got it twice that year if I
remember correctly,” Lomeli
began. “I would See
staySEARCH
at schoolpage
all 12

day, from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. because
I would practice dance at night. The
fact that I had no driver’s license
and no car made me stay at school
without any place to relax.”
This lack of control and
breathing room is what causes her
attacks. The chance of an attack is
increased even more when she

See ANXIETY page 11

